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I NT R O D UC T I O N
For those of you who are beginning Freshmen, college wi I I be a new
experience with a period of adjustment. This Handbook is intended to help
you get acquainted with your new school, its traditions, procedures, and regulations.
For those of you who are transfers and upperclassmen, the Handbook
wi I I refresh your memory of things forgotten, introduce new policies and regulations. Much information for your benefit has been compiled. Please keep this
pub I ication handy.

ROBERT S. BURKS
DEAN OF STUDENTS

A L MA

MA T E R

HAIL TO THEE, OUR ALMA MATER
TRUE AND LOYAL WE WILL BE,
TO OUR DEAR OLD ALMA MATER
TO THE NAME OF PAC.
THIS OUR SONG FOREVER ONWARD,
WITH OUR COLORS GREEN AND WHITE
MAY YOU BE OUR INSPIRATION
LEAD US EVER TO THE LIGHT.

STUDENT SERVICES
BOOK STORE
The col !ege owns and maintains a book store located in the College Center and
managed by B.J. Pigg. This book store is maintained for the convenience of the student
and has operated under a pol icy of sel I ing books and suppi ies at minimum prices,, The
services of the book store have been expanded so the student can have ful I advantages
of "used books"~ trade books and other faci I ities ordinarl ly assoc lated with a col !ege
book store, Hours are 7:45 a,m, - 12:30 pcm. Saturday, 7:45 a.m. - 4:00 p.m., Monday
through Fri day.
COLLEGE CAFETERIA
The co I Iege cateter i a is Iocated in the Co 11 ege Center Bui Id i ng. It has ! ong been
noted for its excel lent food and fast service. The prices are considerabiy less than
at most restaurants, and the qua I ity ·1s of the best.
Suggestions are welcomed by the management at al I times,,
Smal I luncheons and meetings are encouraged to be held in the conterence rooms of
the cafeteria by making plans ahead of time and requesting it through the cafeteria
manager of director of student I ife, Food is served from 7 am. unti 1 6:30 p.m.,
Monday through Saturday. Sunday hours are 8 a.m. to I p.m. Regular meai hours are
scheduled tor boarding students. Friends and guests are invited.
COLLEGE SNACK BAR
The college snack bar is located in the College Center Bui !ding., It serves coffee,
milk, cold drinks, candy, doughnuts and ice cream al I day. At lunch time there is a
variety of hot and cold sandwiches and entrees, al I served at reasonable prices.
The snack bar is partly self service, which helps speed up service. The generai
slogan is "Meet your friends at the Snack Bar". Open from 7 a,m. until 9:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, Open from 8 a.m, unti I 6 p.m. on Saturday.
HEALTH SERVI CE
The college employs a Registered Nurse who is on duty 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., five days
a week. First aid, treating minor ailments, etc., are taken care of in the Ci 1nic, The
Co I I ege CI in i c is Iocated In the Co I I ege Center. Anyone in need of ass 1stance shou ! d
contact the Director of the College Center,
Ai I new students, with a very few exceptions, are requlred at the time of entering
Pan American College, to present evidence of a recent physical examination. See the
Catalogue for any exceptions. If you are a beginning freshman or a transfer student
coming in for the first time, see the Registrar for the proper blank, go to your
phys1c1an, be examined, and have him mai I the form back to the College,
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MEAL TICKETS
Students may purchase meal tickets for use at the college cafeteria on a monthly
basis only. The cost of the tickets wi 11 be based upon the number of days durinq
wh\ch meals will be served at the rate of $2.00 per day. Use of meal tickets will
afford the student a saving of 36¢ per day or approximately $10080 per month. The
to I Iowing schedu Ie represents the charges for each month:
First Semester
$38.00
62.00
52.00
34.00
40,00

September 12-30
October 1-31
November 1-31
December 1-17
January 2-21
Second Semester
January 25 - February 28
March 1-31
Apr i I 1-30
May 1-25

$70.00
54.00
60.00
50.00

No meal tickets for part of a month wi 11 be sold nor wi 11 refunds be made for
loss than one-half of a month. Meal tickets wi I I provide for three meals per day
except on Sunday and specified holidays when the cafeteria is not open,
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STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Each year we otter several work scholarships. The student who needs he1p and is
wl I I lng and abie to work can often earn enough money to aid materially in meeting the
cost of co: lege, Some of the types of work avai Iable are:
(I)
l2)

(3)

Secretaria I
Maintenance
Clerical

Applications should be submitted to the director of the division where the
student desires to be employed.
There are some jobs avai Iable each year on the College campus, including work
on bui Idings and grounds, secretarial work, I ibrary and laboratory assistantships
and slmi lar places ln college offices or bui I dings. Payment is usually on an hourly
basis tor these places and varies with the ski I I and experience of the studenT,
Students whose scholastic records lndicate their abi I ity to do creditable college
work and who are unable to attend college without financial help, wi I I be given first
consideration tor al I avai Iable jobs, Applicants for such places should submit an
appl lcation as early as possible,
Part-time work is also frequently avai Iable oft the campuso Appl [cations should
be submitted to the Placement Office,
PLACEMENT SERVICE
The Placement Service provides a central office whereby you may be assisted in
your search tor a new position at the time of your graduation and later in a better
position. The essential aim of the office is to bring you and prospective employers
together in the most effective manner.
Appl \cants should secure enrollment forms from the Placement Service Office,
complete the forms according to instructions, and return them to that office,
Recommendations wi I I be requested from the references I isted by the applicant,
Applicants may register with this office at any time during the year; however,
it is wel I to ti le early enough to al low sufficient time for the processing ot
necessary forms before they are needed,
This service is offered without charge to al i graduates of Pan American Col iege,
PUBLIC INFORMATION SERVICE
This office wi Ii help student organizations pub I icize campus events provided
material is submitted in writing at least one week before a particular event
This
ottice is in the New Administration Bui I ding.
VETERANS
Aid and advice to veterans are avai Iable to al I veterans.
obtained in the Comptro1 ler 1 s Office,
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Information may De

TESTiNG
Requfred Tests
Al I Freshmen are required to complete the American Col le9e Tests (A C,T i or the
College Entrance Examination Board Tests CC.E.E,B.l before registration at Pan American
Col !ege. Most Freshmen have compieted one or both ot these tests whi ie they were high
schooi seniors
Information concerning these tests 1s avai I able in the office ot The Dean ot
Students. Those who have completed these tests are invited to discuss the resui ts
It is often helptu, to consider these tes·t scores along wirh other intonnat:on, in
determining the studenr 1 s college program.
The Graduate Record Examination Area Tests (G,R.E.) are also required examinarions
for col lecie senior~s,
Information concerning these tests is also avai iabie in -rhe
Testing and Guidance Otf1ce,
INDIVIDUAL TESTING AND COUNSELING
Coi iege students are invlted to visit The office of the Dean ot Students for testing on an individua1 basis .
Intel i ignece, personality, interest and achievement tests
are among those avail ab I e tor students who are interested., Tests resu I ts and u,, other
matters are heid in compiete confidence. The results of tests given on an individual
basis are reieased only on the written permission ot the student concerned
It the student teeis that there are questions or problems that he or she would
I ike to discuss, he or she is invited to come in tor a visit. There is no charge to~
the testing or the counseling services
SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION
CI

J

Transportation to and from co I I eqe Is the student's respons f b I i , ty, Students
desiring bus transportation can secure tickets for Val iey Transit Company busses
at the Comptrol ler 1 s Officeo

(2)

College vehicies are avaiiable for some athletic, music and dramattc 1n:ercoi legiate events and contests. Regular requisitions should be maae and turned
in through proper channels, usuai ly the President's Oft ice, by the tacu:ty member
in charqe. This shouid be done wel I in advance of the date co11e~1e veh1c,es are
to be used,

(3)

Organizations, clubs, etc, wi 11 be as a genera; rule, pr~oviding "their· own transportation. There are a few exceptions to the ruie, and these are treaTed
ind1vidua1ly
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HOUSING
On-Campus Housing
Unmarried students who do not I ive at home or with a close relative must
I ive in housing approved by the Office of Student Affairs.
Two dormitories are provided on the Pan American College campus for housing:
Emi I ia Hal I - Women's Dormitory
Southwick Hal I - Men's Dormitory
Both dormitories are air-conditioned and central iy-heated tor year-round
comfort.

Ott-Campus Housing
Correct Addresses. It is necessary that each student have on ti le in the Office
of Student Affairs and in the Office of the Registrar a correct i iving address.
A student who changes his address after registration cards have been filed must
report to these offices immediately and have his address corrected or be subject
to disciplinary actiono
These regulations apply to al I students at Pan American College,
If students wish to stay in apartments, approval must be secured from the
Office of Student Atta i rs. Women sha I I contact the Dean of Women and men sha 11
contact the Dean of Students. Approval wi 11 be made on an individual basis.
No approval wi I I be granted tor any arrangement that permits single men and women
to I ive in the same residence, either in rooms or apartments.
Periodic checks wi 11 be made by the Dean of Student Affairs and the Dean of
Women or designated representatives, and any vioiations wi I I be noted, and
necessary action wi I I be ta ken.
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STUDENT AND FACULTY ACCIDENT 1NSURANCE BENEFITS
Among other benefits included in the tuition payment, each P.A.C" student 1s covered
by a group accident insurance pol icy,
The coveraqe entities each student to death, dismemberment and loss of sight benefits
up to $2,500, and medical expenses 1n excess of $10.00 but up to $700.00 if incurred
tor bodily injuries sustained while-;------1.

In attend a nee at schoo I

2,

Going directly from home to school and from school to home, including riding
in school busses

3.

Travel inq directly to and returning directly from supervised school activities

4.

Participating in supervised schooi activities

Coveraqe is not included for:
I.

Expense of medical treatment or attention by any doctor, intern, nurse, or
other person employed or retained by the College

2"

Loss resulting from injury to teeth, except injury to sound natural teeth,
effected solely through accidental means, and only in an amount not to
exceed fifty do I Ia rs per injured per ace i dent

3.

Dental X-rays

4.

Eye glasses and prescriptions

5.

Travel by aircraft

Other minor exclusions and general prov1s1ons may be determined by reviewing the master
pol icy avai Iable in the Comptrol ler 1 s Office of the College.
This coverage is provided in a Rlanket Accident Pol icy with the Indemnity Insurance
Company of North America, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Written notice of Injury on which claim may be based MUST BE GIVEN TO THE INSURANCE
COMPA~!Y WITHIN T\< 1ENTY DAYS AFTER H!E DATE OF THE ACCIDENT CAUSING SUCHINJUF:Y,
CONVENIENT FORMS FOR REPORTING CLAIMS MAY BE SECURED AND FILED AT THE COMPTROLLER'S
OFFICE OF THE C □-LLEGE. Two copies of eachmedical bi_l_l-(up to $700,00) must be
submitted with each -claim.
MEDICAL _§J_LLS _ARE PAYABLE BY THI INJURED with reimbursement io be made by the insur·ance
company upon receipt of timely claim forms and ful I written report of the accident.
The Co I I ege wi I I assist if needed, BUT 81 LLS ~RE NOT TO BE MADE ..!Ji TH~ N,~_ME OF THI
COLLEGE.
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PUBLICATIONS
EL BRONCO
El Bronco, the Pan American Coi lege Yearbook, is a yeariy record of events and
activities prepared by the students of the college, The book gives a comprehensive
picture of the college, its administration, faculty, students, organizations; and
sociai, athletic, and intellectual activit'1es,
Staff membership is voluntary. Work includes layout and composition, phorography,
copy-writing, business management, art work, advertising, editing, and organizational
work. Anyone who has experience 1n any of these fields or who wants to gain experience
is urged to contact the sponsor of El Bronco staff members.
THE PAN AMER ICAN
THE PAN AMERICAN, student newspaper of Pan American College, ls published each
Wednesday during the long terms of September through May, except during exam weeks and
hol ldays. It is a member of the Texas lntercol legiate Press Association,
Opportunities are avai Iable to al I students for art work, cartooning, and pho+oqraphy, as well as for sports, feature, social, and generai news writing, Editorial
posts provide experience in working on layouts, advertising, and uti i ization of campus
news sources. Students interested in secretarial work may do typing,
Staff members are eligible for membership in the Press Club.
One or three semester hours of Journal ism credits are offered as Journal ism 231
or 233. Those interested in obtaining this credit and/or in working on THE PAN AMERICAN
are invited to come to the Pub I lcations Office in the old Student Union Bui !ding and
talk with the Editor.
PA NAMER ICANO
The Spanish Classes pub I ish a regular magazine in connection with their class work
It is written in Spanish and has been very we I I accepted on the campus, It is d Is··
tributed free of charge to language classes and appears four times a year
This pub I ication has received a more national circulation, with copies widely
circulated here and in the United States.
TRADITIONS
Among our other traditions are those which deal with our self-government. We
feel that a student is a ful I citizen, even if he may not have reached voting age, and
that he is capable of democratic self-government. Along with rights and pr1vi leges of
such a state he is aware of the responsibi I ities, knowing that one cannot separare .,.he
duties of citizenship from the enjoyment of Its advantages. Believing this, we conform
to al I local ordinances and al I state laws.
Since the Student Government is a forum for students and an avenue tor voicing
student sentiment, everyone has the opportunity for presenting his ideas on any co ;ege
matter. By the same token, participation in the selection of government representatives
is a necessary step in maintalnlnq representative student self-government,
A traditional college wide celebration is that centered around BRONCO DAYS JUSt
before Thanksgiving. During this period, everyone {faculty and students al iKeJ enters
into the spirit of the observance. Western dress 1s the approved attire, and everyone,
be he "staid professor" or "verdant fish", turns out in some type of costume that has
authentic Western touch.
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TRADITIONS (CONTINUED)
There are periods set aside for presenting skits, for having games or contests, and for
the BIG parade with floats for the various Bronco Queen candidates. The whole afta1r
terminates with a big Bal I where the nueen is introduced.
Another custom, which already is traditional, is the observance of PAN AMERICAN DAY
This is most appropriate because of our name and the location. It takes place in Apri 1,
and involves the selection of Miss Pan American from an array of fair candidates representing each of the Pan American republics, There is usual iy an al I-college assembly
1v1th a noted speaker. The week is climaxed by the formal presentation and crowninq of
the new Queen one night, and fol lowed by the traditional Pan American Bal I the next night.,
GREEN CAPS or ttbeanies 11 fs the traditional headgear of the ttFfsh 11 , The Freshmen are
required to wear these at all times during September, October, and November, or "sutter
the consequencestt.
During BRONCO DAYS, a tttug-ot-wartt is staged by the Bronco Boosters. The "Fishn
engage the Sophomores in this traditional event to determine it the ttFishtt shal I wear
the ttbean i es 11 tor the ba Iance of the ti rst semester,,
The money tor the 11 beanies 11 is earmarked Junior-Senior Prom and is kept accordingly
by the Sophomores unti I the next year to help them put on the Prom.
The TROPHY CASE, which is located in the College Center Lounge, displays the many
and varied trophies awarded in various competitions such as Forensics, Music, Drama
and A-rhletics.
WH0 1 S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES - Students are selected
for rhis honor each Fal I by a student and faculty advisory committee. The committee
accepts nominations from academic departments and student 01-ganizations. Students nomlnated must show qualities of outstanding leadership, integrity, loyalty to the school,
academic excellence, as wel I as active participation in organizations and campus activlr;es.
Nominations are I imited to those students who have completed 80 semester hours and are
ful !-time students at their time of nomination. The final selection of those nominated
is made by a committee of students, faculty and administrators. Those selected wi I I
appear in the National Publication of Who's Who Among Students in American Univers1ties
and Coi leges, as wel I as in a special section in the College Yearbook (El Br-once),
TRADITIONAL ALL-COLLEGE EVENTS
BRONCO DAYS DANCE
The climax to Bronco Days is a dance sponsored by the Bronco Boosrers in which the
Western theme is carried out as it is throughout the entire celebration" One of the
best-attended and best-enjoyed social affairs of the school year, this event attracts
not only Pan American students, but also many off-campus visitors, The main feature of
the dance is the announcement of the Bronco Queen and her coronation. Western dress 1s
appropriate.,
SOPHOMORE CHRISTMAS DANCE
This is one of the big events of the year, as former students are home for the
hoi idays and have a chance to meet their old friends at this gala dance. The dress is
formal, so everyone is on parade and looks his best.
AI I students and tacu Ity and former students are f nv ited, The Sophomores a re hosts
tor the occasions and music, and a good time is always had by everyone.
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CHRISTMAS DECORATING PARTY
Early in December, it has become customary to have a Christmas Party at the
College Center sponsored by the Students Activity Committee.. It is a very
informal event and is primarily for the purpose of decorating the Center tor
Christmas.
In keeping with the Yuletide spirit, the only admission Is usable toys -which are wrapped during the evening and presented to the County Chi Id Welfare
Agency to be distributed to needy children,
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
The purpose of the Student Government is to correlate al I phases of student
I ife in and connected with Pan American College. This Government acts as the
chief I iaison between the student body and the administration with primary concern over student problems.
The Student Government consists of three branches; Legislative, Executive»
and Judicial.
a.

The Executive Branch consists of the President and hfs cabineto This
cabinet is composed of the Vice-President, Sec~etary, Treasurer,
Attorney-General, and the Chairman of the Executive Commfttees.

b.

The Leg is Iat i ve Branch consists of the Student Senate. AI I recognized
active organizations on the campus of Pan American College who have
comp I ied with the rules and regulations of this constitution and the
Code of Student Affairs wi I I be members of the Senate with one vote to
be delegated to the President of said organization or his official
representative. To provide for representation at large, there shal I be
five voting Senators elected at large trom the Student Body. The
Vice-President of the Student Body presldes over the Senate,

c.

The Judicial Branch consists of six Justices and one Chief Justiceo
Al I Justices are appointed by the Student Body President with the
advice and consent of the Senate of the Student Body.

Al I sessions of Student Government are open to the Student Body unless
otherwise stated. The Student Government Office is located in the Col iege Center,
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SOPHOMORE TALENT SHOW
Each year the Sophomore Class ls permitted the privilege of a Genera! Assembly at
which they may charge admission. The purpose of the show is to raise money for the
Junior-Senior Prom, and the money ls earmarked and kept for that purpose.
Rules:
! ,
Each act is to be sponsored by a club on the campus,
2" Participants do not have to be1ong to the sponsoring organization,
3" The act musT be three (3) minutes or less,
4. The club must pay a $2,00 entry fee, prior to presentation of the act.
5. The acrs wi 11 be judged by businessmen.
6, Prizes are to be $15, $iO. $5, respectively, for first, second and third places.
7
The act should be entertafning, but complying with rules of good conducT and
good taste.
8. AudiTions are optional according to the Sophomore Class.
PAN AMERICAN DAYS
Durinq the second semester of schooi, students focus their attention on Pan American
Days, a traditional observance of Pan American Day, Apri I 14th. This is most appropriate
because of our name and location. It involves the selection of Miss Pan American from an
array of fair candidates representing each of the Pan American Republics. There is
usually an al 1-col lege assembly with a noted speaker. The week is ci imaxed by the formal
presentation and crowning of the new Queen one night, and fol lowed by the tradltiona:
Pan American Bal I the next night,
The week's activities are coordinated and planned by students selected by the
Student SenaTe working under the direction of Dr. Arthur Hayes.
INTERCOLLEGIATE KNIGHTS ROYAL BALL
The Camelot Chapter of the Intercollegiate Knights has its annual Royal Bali during
the month of March. At the Bal!, the Camelot Chapter presents to the students and
faculty of Pan American College, the Duchess of Camelot and the Duke of Camelot
The
fraternity also presents the awards of Service, Sacrifice, and Loyalty to the
Worthy Knights"
The I , K., Roya I Ba I I is one of the most forma I and e I egant Ba I Is of the year, to
which everyone is invited.
RULES AND REGULATIONS
COLLEGE CENTER
Sociai Functions
The foi lowing conditions apply to any function requested by authorized campus organizations.
A.

RESERVATIONS
I.

Activity request forms must be compleTed and filed with the Director one week
before each event,

2.

Al I organized student dances must be authorized by the Faculty sponsor and
approved by the Director

3.

Any damages to t~e Center faci I ities and equipment which are not due to
ordinary wear a~d usage wi ii be charged to the responsible organization,
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RULES AND REGULATIONS (CONTINUED)

B.

C.

D,

4.

Dances wi 11 end at 11 ;00 P. M. week nights and 12:00 mldnight on Saturdays.
(Except with special permission)

5.

Ott-Campus activities by any campus organization are required to file an
activity request form with the Director. This request must be approved by
the Dean of Students.

SPONSORS AND CHAPERONS
I.

Al I requests fo~ social activity must be authorized by the organization's
faculty sponsorp as evidenced by his signature on the request form.

2.

Any student organization activity must have two faculty chaperons sign the
request form. This is to Indicate the faculty members wi I I be present during
the entire eveni and assume responsibi I ity for the faci I ities used, and for the
students' conduct.

3.

Chaperons

4.

It a facuity member signs the activity request and then finds it wi I I be impossible tor him to attend, he must notify the Director of the College Center
and the President of the organization having the social, giving them time to
secure another chaperon.

and sponsors have the authority to refuse admittance to any person"

DECORATIONS AND EQUIPMENT
I.

Ai I decorations must be approved by the Director.

2.

Organizations must furnish their own supplies and remove decorations and
orchestral equipment immediately after the event, or with the Director's
approval, the next day.

3.

The Center is not responsible for articles of decoration left in the bui Iding.

4.

Any special equipment necessary for the event must be requisitioned through the
Director's office at least four (4) days before the event is scheduled to take
place, This would include the P.A. system, record player, special lights,
piano, and kitchen tac[ I lties,

5,.

Scotch eel lophane tape~ thumb tacks, nai Is, etc. may not be used in attaching
posters, and other items to the wal Is, floors, cei I lngs of the College Center.
1ask;ng tape may be used.
I

INTOXiCANTS
I.,

Absolutely no alcoholic beverages of any kind may be brought on the college
campus. This inciudes parking lots as wel I.

2.

The College Center Director, faculty sponsors, or Chaperons have the authority
to refuse admittance to any person they believe has been consuming intoxicating
bever·ages.
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MEETINGS
The fol lowing conditions apply to meetings held by campus organizations or facu 1 ty
groups.
A.

B.

SCHEDULING ROOMS
I.

Requests for al I meetings must be made in the Director's Office,

2.

Meeting rooms and other faci I ities are assigned in the order in which requests
are made. Consideration is given to the size of the group and the avai Iable
tac i I it i es.

USE OF ROOMS
I.

It is suggested the fol lowing uses be made of the various areas of the Co, lege
Center.
a.

Cafeteria

b.

Patio -- for eating, ping-pong, dancing, etc.

c.

Game Room -- for al I table games such as cards, checkers, dominoes, and
chess. ( IT IS AGAINST THE LAW OF THE STATE OF TEXAS TO GAMBLE)

d.

Lounge -- for visiting, lounging, I istening to music and T.V. (Sleeping or
lying down on the couches is prohibited).

e.

Conference

for snacks, meals, drinks.

for private conferences, I uncheons, dinners, etc.

Dining Rooms -- must be scheduled through the Director
f.

Kitchenette -- for use by student and faculty for serving refreshments at
parties. Dishes are avai !able and must be checked out from the Director's
office.

g.

Organization~,holding meetings in the College Center after closing hours
are required fp have a faculty sponsor present and permission of the
Director.
\I

h.

Organizations booking rooms shal I be responsible for the equipment and
order! iness of the room.

i.

No permanent type furniture in any room is to be moved to another section
of the bui I ding without approval of the Director.

I

CAUTION:
BECAUSE OF THE TYPE OF FLOOR IN MOST OF THE COLLEGE CENTER, WE NEED TO BE
EXCEPTIONALLY CAREFUL OF SPILLING SOFT DRINKS AND DROPPING CIGARETTES.
ANYONE FOUND STEPPING ONCIGARETTESONTHE FLOOR OF ANY ROOM IN THE CENfER
MAY BE PROHIBITED FURTHER USE OF THE COLLEGE CENTER.
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MEETINGS (CONTINUED)
C"

CANCELLAT10N
Cancel iatlon of any organizational meeting should be in the Director's
Office at least three days before the scheduled event.

D.

CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS
I.

Student groups using rooms must be recognized College organizations,

2,

No rooms may be assigned to individuals for private use, No room shal I be
used for professional use. The building shal I be kept as free as possible
for co-curricular activity.

3.

No religious or sectarian organization group may hold PERMANENT meetings
or have permanent headquarters in the Center bui I ding.
LOST AND FOUND

I.

The Center wi

2.

Articles found in the College Center Bui I ding wi I I be put in a box in the Director's
office. After a reasonable length of time, they wi I I be disposed of in a fair
manner.

11

not be responsible for any articles lost in the bui I ding.

GAMES
I,

We have avai labie for student use, chess, dominoes, checkers, cards, and
ping-pong paddles. (Ping-pong balls may be purchased in the bookstore)

2.

Because the cards and paddles are used most often, it is necessary to charge a
smal I rental fee" The proceeds wi 11 be used to replace broken or danaged equipment,

3.

Ai I games and equipment wi I I be checked out from the Director's Office.
SAMPLING

I,

2.

Sampling ot products in the Center area by commercial or private enterprises is
not permitted, except that cigarette companies may sample with the fol lowing
resiT i ct ions:
a.,

Positively no verbal advertising or promotion may accompany the passing out
of a sample.

b,

"Smoke Tests" and other promotion demonstrations are not permitted.

Cc,

Al I sampling by cigarette companies must be approved in advance by the
Director,

Individuals or groups are not permitted to give away food or other items or
products in the Center areas. This includes giving free doughnut, cookies, etc.,
as promotion for popularity contests.
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SAMPLING (CONTINUED)
3.

Se! I ing of any product in the Center by any group other than student or tacu•ty
organizations is not permitted, This does not appiy to ticket sales to Col iege
authorized and/or sponsored functions.
GENERAL INFORMATION

I.

Students shal I maintain the decorum of the building. Books, coats, and parcels
should not be scattered throughout the lounge and other areas, Check them in
the locker rooms it you need to leave them for a period of time.

2.

Refrain from sitting on tables and from putting feet on the furniture,
or lying on the couches is prohibited.

3.

Food and beverages shal I not be taken from the cafe to other parts of the
bui Iding, except for special occasions approved by the Director.

4.

No picture, furniture, troohy, work of art, or any other article of equipment
may be taken from the building to another.

5.

The Center wi 11 not be responsible for any articles lost in the building.

6.

Respect your Center Bui Iding and its property.

7.

No commercial concession shal I be granted to a student or student organization
except on special occasions, and then only with the approval of the Director,

8.

Al I student complaints and suggestions shal I be made in writing to the President
of the Student Government.

Sleeping

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Student organizations on campus give each student an ample opportunity to
participate in one or more groups which interest him. Some you earn the right to
join; others are open to everyone interested; others by invitation of the membership.
Set your sights on at least one group to which your interests guide you. Through
co-curricular activities you learn how to work democratically as a member of a group.
You wi 11 have a chance to develop as a leader, as wel I as a fol lower, both equally
important it you are to take part and have a good time doing it,
CLASSES
SENIOR CLASS
Students who are regularly enrol led and have satisfactorily completed 90 semester
hours of college work are classified as Seniors. The SENIOR CLASS President cal Is the
first c I ass meeting each year in the fa I I semester to estab I i sh the date for the Senior
class meetings. Officers elected are President, Vice-President, Secretary-Treasurer,
and a Reporter. Attendance at al I meetings is encouraged as al I activities are planned
at these meetings.
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SENIOR CLASS (CONTINUED)
Seniors are also concerned with various Queen Contests, Commencement, a Bronco
Days' F!oat, and an Annua1 Formai Bal I. Each year the Senior Class contributes two
trees to the new campus to form a Senior Row in tromt of the new Auditorium on the
new campus--a tradition which started with the 1957-58 Class.
Senior rings may be purchased by any Senior who has completed 90 hours. The
order is placed through the Co! lege Book Store, as are invitations to the commencement
exercises,
JUN IOR CLASS
Juniors are those students who have completed 60 semester hours and not more
than 90 hours. Those who are classified as Juniors are urged to attend al I class
meetings and to participate ln ciass activities. Officers are President, Vice-President,
Secrerary, Treasurer, and Reporter.
One of the most important events in the College is the Junior-Senior Prom, which
ls held in the spring of each year. The Senior Class are the guests of the Juniors, as
wel I as the tacul-ry and the Board of Regents.
Juniors are aiso concerned with various Queen Contests, a Bronco Days' Float, and
they heip with the float entered in the Citrus Fiesta.
SOPHOMORE CLASS
Any student who has completed 30 semester hours of college work and has less than
60 semester hours is considered a Sophomore. It is definitely advantageous for al I
Sophomores to attend Class Meetings and participate in as many of the class activities
as possibie. In the past, the Sophomores have been one of the most active class groups.
In the tal I, one of the interesting activities is the sel i Ing of green caps
(Beanies) to the Freshmen. During the Christmas holidays, the Sophomores have always
pianned and put on one of the annual parties, the Christmas Dance, Another special
event sponsored by this group is the Sophomore Talent Show, an al I-school assembly ln
the spring.
The Sophomore Ciass tries to raise money which is used during their Junior year in
putting on the Junior-Senior Prom. The Sophomore Class also participates in Queen
Contests~ etc.
FRESHMAN CLASS
Any student who has completed iess than 30 semester hours of college credit is
considered a Freshman. A! I Freshmen are encouraged to attend class meetings, The
off i cer·s usu a I I y e Iected in the ta I I are the President, Vice-Pres I dent, Secretary,
Treasurer, Parl iamentar1an, and Reporter, who serves as the executive committee for
the class,
Foremost among the activities of the Freshman Class is the Pre-Lenten Al 1-Coi lege
Joe and Jane Dance. Also, there are opportunities tor Queen Candidates to represent
the Freshmen. One very prominent and obvious activity in which the "Frosh" participate
is the wearing of the "Beanie", which they are expected to buy early ·1n the fall and
wear at a I ! ti mes on the campus or "suffer the consequences",
During Bronco Days, one of the high I ights is a tug-of-war between the "Wearers of
the Green" and the Sophomore Class members·o If the "Frosh" win, the Sophomores get
dragged through a spray of water and the Frosh discontinue wearing the Beanies. If
the Sophomores win, the Fish get dragged through the water and continue to wear the
Beanies unt1 I the end of the semester,
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SOCIAL CALENDAR
It is the responsibi I ity of each organization to see that al i events of The
coming year are scheduled on the Social Ca1endar in the office of the Director of
Student Activities early 1n May, and during the summer months this informatlon is
comp I led and prfnted into a useful caiendar to be distributed at fa 1 1 registration.
Any events to be added afTer May MUST BE approved by the Director of STudent
Activities and the Office of Student Affairs~APPROVAL FOR SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
Any tunction held under the name of the Col iege or of any co1 lege organization
or group requires written approval of the Office of Student Affairs four days prior
to the function. Forms on which required information is I isted, are avai iab!e in the
office of the Director of Student Affairs.
In order to eliminate confl lets in the use of facl I lties, it 1s best -t-hat these
forms be ti I led out and f1 led in the Director's Office at least four days before the
date of the scheduled event,
It is strongly urged that each group requesting permission for any function be
thoroughly familiar with the rules and regulations of the College Center" These ruies
appear in another section of this book.
Requests for use of ma\ ntenance department tac i I it i es and/or services shou Id be
made only for work which the students are unable to perform.
SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
Alpha Phi Omega
Alpha Phi Omega is the national Scout service fraternity located on college
campuses.
The objectives are:
(I)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

Service to Pan American College
Service to the Boy Scouts ot America
Fellowship with scouting trained men
Leadership training and development
More meaningful and worth-while college experiences, and
Continuation of scouting in college

Some of the advantages of membership are:
( I)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Fe I I ow sh i p
Service which benefits others and provides opportunity of personal
satisfaction.
Leadership development
Membership transferable to other colleges and universities throughout the nation
Association with worthwhile men, and
Wei I-balanced col iege activities which include soclai and working
projects

The qua I ifications for membership are:
(I)
(2)
(3)

Previous Scout membership
Passing grades., and
A personal desire to continue the traditions of "good Turns" 1n college
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Alpha Phi Omega (Continued)
In order to join Alpha Phi Omega, contact one of the "brothers 11 when you come
to college to register, or leave your name and address at the Office of Student
Affairs,,
I nterco I I eg i ate Knights Fraternity
Camelot chapter of the lnterco11egiate Knights, national honorary service
fraternity, was installed on Pan American Campus on October 23, 1959, Since then,
it has grown in stature and reputation both locally and nationally, In April,
1962, it was host to the 38th National Convention and was named the Outstanding
Chapter of the United States. De i egates from a I I over the Country came to the
College for this event.
In April, 1965, Camelot Chapter was named the Most Efficient Chapter in the
United States and in April, 1966, again Camelot Chapter was named the outstanding
Chapter in the United States, at Las Vegas, Nevada. The lnterco! legiate Knights is
the only service fraternity that has brought National honors to Pan American Col iege.
Its objectives are: To promote and foster college spirit, to stimulate
personal development, to establish and maintain friendship between the colleges of
the nation, and to conserve the traditions and customs of these colleges. These
objectives are best carried out by service to the colleges through loyalty and
sacrifice of time and energy.
Membership is open to any male student who has completed at least one semester
of college work and has an over-al I grade point average of 2.,5, Application for
membership may be made through any member, officer, or faculty advisor, Dr, L. 0.
Sorensen and Mr. G. Otwel I. National dues are $12.00 for I ife membership.
A wel I-balanced program is carried out by the Chapter. Service projects and
Social activities are evenly divided. National and Regional Conventions are held
annually, and al I active members may attend.
Cheerleaders
The purpose of this group shal I be to promote and uphold school spirit, and
to foster a sense of good sportsmanship among the student body.
A cheerleader must be a full-time student, carrying twelve semester hours,
have and maintain a C average, and fi !ea properly executed registration blank
certifying el igibi I ity one week prior to the election, The cheerleaders shal I be
expected to attend al I practices and games. Failure to attend games wi I I result
in forfeiture of position. A Cheerleader may be removed from office due to uncooperative attitude and/or unbecoming conduct by power of the Student Senate,
Club de Mexico
El Club de Mexico is a sociai and service organization of Pan
It strives to promote better relations with Mexico and to encourage
Mexican culture.
Membership is by invitation after approval by secret ballot.
participates in the Pan American Days' festivities. Dues are $1 .50
per semester and $1 .00 for old members per semester.
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American College.
appreciation of
El Club de Mexico
for new members

Nati ona i Pan he i I en i c Conference
The National Panhel lenic Conference is made up of a Senior and Jun'1or
representative and the sponsor of each sorority on campus and is sponsored by
the Dean of Women. The purpose of the National Panhel lenic Conference is to
coordinate the activities of the sororities, The particular responsibf I ity of
the Conference is the planning and execution of Rush Week.
Order of Bougainvi I lea
For the purpose of promoting better La Corte Panamericana programs for Pan
American Days, this organization was created. In pursuit of this aim, this
organization wi I I maintain the established traditions of this phase of Pan American
Days and wi I I work under the general supervision of the Pan American Days
Association. Membership is nomination by present members of the organization, open
to any student and faculty members desiring to render services to the betterment
and success of LA CORTE PANAMERICANA.
The Art CI ub
The Art Club serves the College, the community and its members in sponsoring,
helping, or working in activities where some form of art is involved.
a.
Its membership is open to anyone who has an interest in the fine arts,
b. Dues are$ .50 a semester.
In the past years, the Club has made two trips to Mexico City with funds
that the members raised; it has sponsored several series of art movies; it has,
cooperating with the Texas Fine Arts Association, sponsored the Valley Art
Exhibition, which is the only professional art show of its kind in the Valley; rt
has raised funds for scholarships and art supplies for its members.
Civic Players
Pan American Civic Players was organized through the adult education program
of Pan American College to give outlet to the theatrical interests and talents of
students, Valley citizens, and visitors, Membership for students is automatic,
with registration for the course, Speech 211, For others, the dues are set
annually, Mrs. Ruth M. Owings is the sponsor.
Forensic Club
The Forensic Club was organized for those students, both men and women who
are interested in participation in intercollegiate speech contests such as debating, extemporaneous speaking, oratory, oral interpretations, and group discussion
Business Administration Counci I
The Business Administration Counci I of Pan American College was organized in
I 965. The purpose of the Counc i I is to make suggest i ans for l mprovements within
the Department of Business to the faculty; to promote interest and spirit among
the business students; to assist business majors in planning their col 1ege study;
and to promote special business activities on the college campus, such as speakers,
seminars, etc.
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Business Administration Council (Continued)
The membership of the Business Administration Counci I is composed of two
members from each class level and one member selected at large, These students
are chosen by the Bo A. faculty at the beginning of the academic year. They are
selected on the basis of grade average, attitude and participation in classroom
and other activities"
The officers are Chairman, Vice-Chairman and Secretary, The term of office
is one year.
Industrial Arts Club
For those students of Pan American College having a distinct, sincere
interest in industry, we extend an invitation to join with us in achieving the
two aims of our club:
(I) Increase our fund of information and further our education beyond
the classroom and the laboratory.
(2) Engage in group activities for social and recreational diversions,
"a kind of togetherness".
Bi-monthly meetings enable us to maintain a continuity of programming,
which in turn helps to achieve the above aims. At these meetings, our programs
usually include a speaker of a firm or representative of an area of industry.
In addition, club excursions to industrial sites, such as C.P. & L. stations and
plants in this area, Houston's Sheffield Steel and Hughes Tool, along with
Baytown's Humble are planned and sponsored by our Club,
A party and barbecue dinner at the end of the Spring Semester rounds out
the social I ife--a total of some half-dozen events during the year.
Student National Education Association
The purpose of the SNEA is to develop among young people who are preparing
to be teachers, an organization which shal I be an integral part of state and
national education associations
The objectives are:
a. To acquaint teachers in training with the history, ethics, and program
of organization of the teaching profession;
b. To give teachers in training, practical experience in working together
in a democratic way on the problems of the profession and the community;
c. To interest the best young men and women in education as a ! ife-long
career;
d. To encourage careful selection of persons admitted to schools which
prepare teachers, with emphasis on both character and scholarship;
and to seek through the dissemination of information and through
higher standards of preparation to bring teacher suppiy and demand
into a reasonable balance.
Any student on this campus preparing to teach, may, upon payment of dues
as herein provided, become a member of this SNEA Chapter, an association member
of the NEA and of the State Education Association,
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Student National Education Association (Continued)
The annual dues for each member shal I be $3.00 ($1 .00 for NEA membership,
$1.00 for State Education Association membership, $ ,25 TSEA dues, and $ .75 for·
Local Chapter membership.
Students may join the SNEA by seeing the officers of the organizations, members
of the membership committees, or the sponsors, Any SNEA member wi Ii be g!ad to
assist any new member in any way.
Spanish Theater
A student organization which produces and performs classic dramas for publ c
entertainment. Aim is to earn money for scholarship of student actors ($350 1n
1965-66) and to promote appreciation of Spanish drama. First year works were those
less-\<.nownshort plays of Miguel de Cervantes, the famous author of Don Quixote.,
More recently longer classics have been given (even a half-hour of such on
KRGV-TV); these plays have been LA VIDA ES SUENO, of Calderon de la Barca in the
summer session of 1963, and DON JUAN TENORIO of Jose Zorri I la in the fal I of 1963.
1

Delta Zeta Sorority
The purpose of Delta Zeta Sorority is to foster friendships that carry through
I ife, to develop unselfish interests in others as we\ I as each other, to help bui id
the individual stature of a girl so that she confidently takes her rightful place
in life, whether as a student, a participant in the business of professional word
or a homemaker and parent.
In May, 1966 N.P.C. Sorority Statistics, Delta Zeta rated first 1n the
United States with 168 Chapters. Chi Omega rated second and Zeta Tau Alpha third.
Not only does Delta Zeta have the largest number of members (55,000) in the United
States, but it has the largest membership on Pan American Campus.
The major national philanthropy of Delta Zeta is the American Hearing SocieTy
Program. This is a national non-profit agency with organizations throughout the
United States. Each year Delta Zeta gives a grant to the American Hearing Society
to help establish new hearing centers or to enlarge the service of existing centers.
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority
Alpha Omicron Pi International Sorority was founded at Barnard College of
Columbia University in New York on January 2, 1817. Alpha Omicron Pi now has 90
collegiate chapters throughout the United States and Canada,
There are two chapters located in Texas:
a. Pi Kappa at the University of Texas in Austin and;
b. Pho Alpha at Pan American College.
Pho Alpha became a colony of Alpha Omicron Pl in September, 1965, and ir V1 as
installed as an Alpha Omicron Pi Chapter on February 6, 1966, Pho Alpha Chapter· or
Alpha Omicron Pi, along with Pan American's two other sororities received its charter
and was recognized on the Pan American College campus on February 14, 1966
1
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Alpha Omicron Pi (Continued)
Alpha Omicron Pi has a Greek heritage rather than medieva 1 societies, therefore,
it does not have a crest or any other symbol of the medieval societies. Alpha Omicron
Pi 's flower is the Jacquemenot rose, and its colors are cardinal and white. Most
collegiate chapters of Alpha Omicron Pi, including Pho Alpha, have an annuai Rose Balir
which is the high I ight of their social calendar
Kappa Delta Sorority
Deita Epsl Ion of Kappa Delta Sorority, the first national sorority at Pan American)
was installed on January 29, 1966. This is the 103rd collegiate chapter and the 8th in
Texas.
Kappa Delta was founded in 1889 at Longwood College, Farmvi I le, Virginia, by four
women. The purpose is to promote true friendship among al I college women, encourage
scholarship, enrich social graces, and further interests in the phi !anthropic
organizations of our countryo
Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity
This national social fraternity was established In 1873. Phi Sigma Kappa came
on campus on November 2, 1963 as a colony. It is the first National Social fraternity
to be permanently established on the PAC campus. The "Phi Sigs" principles are:
I,

2o
3.

To promote brotherhood
To stimulate scholarship
To develop character

The Phi Sigs offer male students who
Rush is held during the summer, and at the
Pledging is then started for those chosen,
is obtained by completing certain required
set forth by the College,

qua I ify, an adequate social I ife on campus.
beginning of the fal I and spring semester,,
and lasts for one semestero Membership
standards of this fraternity and those

Tau Kappa Epsi Ion National Fraternity
E O Colony of Tau Kappa Epsilon national social fraternity was established here
at Pan American College on Apri I 25, 1963. It has more Chapters throughout the
United States than any other fraternityo
The purpose of this fraternity is to promote college spirit, bui Id outstanding
character and above al I to teach our members how to become "men"., Its criteria is
not wealth, rank, or honor but personal worth and character.
Membership is open to al I male ful I-time students with an overal I 2.0 average
and in good standing. Al I interested boys sign up for formal rush, first week of
schoo I.
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Bronco Booster Club
The Bronco Booster Club is the official spirit organization on the PAC
Campus. The major project of the club each year is the annual Bronco Days.
This event is designed to unify the Student Body in a week of campus and city
events. Some of these events are dances, barbecues, a parade, and campus contesis,
Also, a Bronco Queen is chosen to reign over Bronco Days and other Bronco Booster
events throughout the year.
Membership is composed of a Junior and a Senior member from each campus
organization desiring representation. The Junior member serves two years for the
campus organization he represents. The membership is distributed in this manner
because Bronco Boosters seek only to better the PAC Campus.
Candidates for membership in Bronco Boosters are screened carefully for the
qua I ifications of scholarship and previous service to their school. The high
qua I ity of the members of this organization is reflected in the Valley-wide
recognition of Bronco Boosters.
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RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS
Religious Counci I of Pan American Coi lege
The Counci i is a smal I group - composed of the President of each of the
Religious Organizations, the Student Body Chaplain, and a Faculty Coordinator,
with the Director of Student Affairs as an ex-office participant, dedicated to
the purpose ot increasing the influence of rei igious principles in the I ives of
al I college men and women, and to the end that a greater understanding and
tolerance wi I I emerge.
The Counci I represents the Religious I ife of Pan American College and makes
a concerted effort by joining forces on three separate occasions during the
school year:
(I) The three days preceding Thanksgiving
(2) The month of December through the Christmas season and
(3) Religious Emphasis Week - the week preceding Easter Sunday.
You are invited by the Counci I to participate in the Student Religious
Organization of your choice, giving something of yourself, and receiving much
more of the phase of I iving which makes I ife worthwhile.
Baptist Student Union
For several years, Pan American College has had a Baptist Student
Organization. Membership in the Baptist Student Union is composed of al I
Baptist students on the campus and some associate members of other faiths.
The purpose of the B.S,U. is to I ink the students with his home church and
to provide spiritual enrichment and Christian fellowship on the campus. The
B.S.U. participates in many school and church related functions, such as:
I. B.S.U. State Convention
2. Leadership Training Conference
3. Mission Conference
The regular meeting place for the B.S.U. is the Baptist Student Center,
located directly across from the new campus. It is an ideal place to study,
have fun, play ping-pong, and enjoy being with Christian college students. Al I
are welcome!
Newman Club
The Newman Club is an
the student the bridge that
The Newman Club supplements
training which is presented
activities. Every Catholic
spiritual and temporal I ife
are $1 .00 per semester.

organization for al I Catholic students. It forms for
must exist to join a secular college with church.
formal education with indispensable religious
as a balanced program of intel lectuai and social
student at Pan American College should deepen his
by becoming a member of this organization. The dues
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Wesley FoundaTion
The Wesley Foundation is a community of the Methodist Church I inking the
iocal Church with the college community, Our purposes are.
( l to keep open the channels of communication between students, tacul-r~,
local churchmen, and community leaders;
(2!
to provide specific, Christian iearning experiences;
(3) to provide opportunities for service
The specific objectives of the Wesley Foundation for this school year are as
foi lows:
(I) to provide weekly student seminars to deai systematica: ly with significant
theologicai and cuitural concepts;
(2) to provide opportunit;es for worship, experimental and traditional;
(3) to provide opportunities to students for social ~ervice ,n the'ir
own opportunities, by cooperating with estab1 ished welfare agencies;
(4) to provide sociai activities tor student and/or tacuity;
(5) to provide seminars for local pastors and/or laymen,
The program of the Wesley Foundation is open to any student or interested
person, The faculty sponsors are Or" and Mrs, J, Lei I El I Iott
The Director is
Reverend David Yates, who can be contacted at DU 3-5017 or OU 3-1496,
POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS
Young Democr·ats
The object of the Young Democra-rs, as stated 1n the Club's Constitution_, ,s
"to carry on the principles and traditions of the National Democratic Party above
private ambitions and selfish interests, striving always to improve the Par+y
within the Party"
Prospective members of this organization must be at least sixteen and not more
than thirty-five years of age.
The Club is most active during presidential election years when al, Young
DemocraTs work to support the platform and vote for the nominees of the National
Democratic Party.
The Young Democrats also attempt to foster and perpetuate the ideas of the
Party by stlmu!atlng an active interest among the students in the processes of
American Democracy and Government,
Young Republ lean Club
An affi I late of the National Young Republican Federation, the Pan Amer;can
Young Repub I ·1 can Ci ub was organ I zed to st imu Iate student interest \ n government a I
affairs and promote the Repubi ican cause,
~embership Is open to anyone between the ages of 15 and 36
Dues are $2,00
per year, Each paid member is given a subscription to the YR STAR, the State
Young Republ lean publ icatlon
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Young Republican Club (Continued)
Besides the distinguished speakers who often come to talk to the Club, the
discussions, debates, parties and trips - everyone seems to look forward to the
days of the State Young Repubi ican Convention held each spring.
MUSIC ACTIVITIES
The Fine Arts Department of Pan American College sponsors and provides a
wide variety of performace groups in music to meet the desires of practically
any level or area of interest of students who have musical inclination, Al I of
these groups are open to any college student who may be able to meet the requirements for the 1ndlvidual group and who has the interest to participate in such
a group,
Students whose qua I ifications are adequate may apply for financial aid based
upon participation in these groups. In each case the student should contact ~he
Director of the group through the Fine Arts Department of the College"
Band
The activities of the College Band vary from the presentation of concerTs on
the coi lege campus to pep and dance band activities in conjunction with the
athletic department. The concert band prepares and performs several concerts both
on and off the campus during the college year, These concerts are intended to provide sound educational and artistic preparation for the band, as wel I as enjoyable
musical experience for the audience"
A smai ler group from the band cooperates with student government and athletic
department in the enhancement of co! lege spirit. This group performs for pep ral I ies
and basketba I I games, both at home and away.
Stage Band
Several groups of mus1c1ans are organized with the aim of producing excel lentiy
performed dance music. These groups vary from smal I trios through the complete
eighteen piece stage band, Membership in these groups is selective, and the groups
are on constant cal I to perform for dances and concert-Jazz concerts.
Symphony Orchestra
The Valley Symphony Orchestra consists of college students and valley residents who have an interest in symphonic music. This group rehearses one evening
per week in order that graduates and other personnel may attend the rehearsals.
Several concerts each year are presented by the orchestral and the repertoire is
from standard concert material.
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Chorus
The College Choir provides excel lent singing experience tor al I studenrs so
inclined., Its repertoire includes a wide range of both rich r·el 1gious and ::;ecu,ar
materials, Appearances are scheduled throughout the year on the campus and
throughout the Valley and wherever invitations may lead the group.
Ensembles
Various ensembles are provided for students who can qua1 ity for these sele(~
tive groups. They are especially active in performances before civic and scnooi
groups which require the services of their particular type of entertainment. lne
repertoire of these groups is both educational and entertaining, Quarte1s, sextets,
etc. are organized to meet the needs of students who wish to perform In th;s type
groups and perform for audiences which have a need for such entertainmenT
Students interested in participation in any of the music groups may tind the
proper person to contact in order to app I y for membersh 1p through Dr, John Ande,·son,
Head of the Fine Arts Department.
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
Pan American College maintains a three-sport varsity athletic program w,th
intercollegiate competition in basketbal I, basebal I, and tennis. The Coi lege
holds membership in the National Collegiate Athletic Association where the Bronc
basebal I and tennis teams compete as an independent in the major co11ege dlvis:on.
The basketbal I team competes with teams from al I sections of the country for a
berth in the NCAA college division tournament held each March in Evansv11 !e,
Indiana.
The basketba I I and baseba I I teams advanced to the Nati ona I Association of
lntercol legiate Athletics district finals in 1965-66, and the Bronco tennis
team participated in the NCAA tennis tournament to mark the first appearance by
a Pan American College athletic team in the major college post-season championship event,.
The college maintains a high degree of respect from its fans, alumni. and
friends from al I areas of the country, because of its successes in a-rhlet1cs
during the past decade. The basketbal I team won the NAIA national champ1onsh1p
in 1963 and finished second in the 32-team tournament in 1964
The tennis team
earned five consecutive national NAIA Championships before turning to new
cha I lenges offered by the NCAA.
Rapid gains have been made in the interest shown by the Student Body, bo~n
as participants and spectators over the past several years, and this enthusiasm
has contributed great I y to the success of the ath I et i c program at Pan Amer : can
Co I I ege,
The administration and coaching staff feel strongly that interco11egiate
athletics play an integral part in the general education ot the students, and
that through its activities, the participants and al I others connected with the
activities wi 11 become better citizens.
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Basketba I I
For the first time in the history of the College, the Pan American Broncs
wr Ii compete in the NCAA co, :ege division. Its 26-game scheduie in 1966-67
ranks as one of the toughest ever faced by the Bronc cagers with contests scheduled against such powers as Texas Western, the NCAA national champions, Western
Kentucky, a regional finalist last season, Tennessee Tech, North Dakota University,
Northern Michigan, Lamar Tech, Eastern Montana, and Tennessee State
In addition, the Broncs play host to the Pan American Holiday Tournament held
between Christmas Day and New Year's Day each year in the Edinburg High School
arena. The 1966-67 Tourney wi 11 feature teams from Texas, Oklahoma., Kansas,
Missouri, and Minnesota, and is expected to be one of the high! lghts of the year
in Pan American athletics.
The basketball program has been instrumental in bringing fame and fortune to
the College, to the community, and to the entire Rio Grande Valley because of its
participation with teams from al I sections of the nation, and its appearances in
national post-season tournaments.
Baseba I I
Because of the semi-tropical climate, the basebal I season at Pan American
College unfolds in mid-February and extends through May and June, The Bronc
base-ballers wi I I for the initial time compete as an independent in the NCAA
major college division for a berth in the College World Series held in Omaha
each year,
During the regular season, the Broncs compete against such outstanding
teams as Rice, Indiana, Southern 111 inois, Trinity, St, Mary'1 s, Bradley,
Sul Ross, and Baylor. In addition, games with top-flight Service teams from
the San Antonio area are also placed on the schedule.
The Broncs play their home games on the Pan American Basebal I Field located
on the College campus,
Tennis
After winning five consecutive NAIA national championships, the Pan
American College tennis team stepped into the major college NCAA Championship
to garner a tie for sixth place in the final standings last year -- a remarkable feat in their first appearance.
During the regular season, the Broncs compete in numerous dual matches on
a home-and-home basis with such national tennis powers as Trinity University,
Rice, Lamar Tech, University of Corpus Christi, Texas University, Texas A & M,
and Texas Tech,,
In February, 1966, the Broncs won the team championship in its annual
Pan American lntercoi legiate Tennis Tournament, In addition, the Pan American
Stars competed in the top invitational meets such as River Oaks in Houston,
the Rice lntercol legiate Tournament, and the Buccaneer Days' Tournament in
Corpus Christi ,
The team's base of operations is the beautiful Orvi I le Cox Tennis Stadium
located on the College campus. The tennis faci I ity ranks as one of the outstanding
i nsta I Iat ions of its kind in the nation"
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ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR MEMBERS, OFFICERS, AND RUSHEES
A.

Any student who wishes to be1ong to a
the fol lowing qua I itications:
I.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

student organization must mee~

Be a ful I-time student--that is, be enrol led for 12 semester hours ot
work,,
Must have passed at least 12 semester hours ot work with a minimum ot
24 grade points the previous long-term; or must have a 2 point overa' !
average; or must have passed 9 semester hours with a minimum of iB
grade points during the previous summer sessions.
The student must not be on academic or disciplinary probation or
suspension.
Students who are enrol led for non-credit courses are not eligible for
participation in student activities, other than social functions"
Exception: First semester freshmen and transfer students may participate in student organizations on a trial basis unti I their grade point
average is estab I i shed, with this except i on--f i rst semester freshmen
and transfer students may not become members of any organization which
requires a period of pledging unti ! their grade point average is estab1 I shed
by their first semester grades.
Freshmen and transfer students who fai I to make the required grade
point average at the end of their first long semester or at the end
of the summer semesters may not continue on a trial basis. They must
be dropped from the organizations rolls until their grade point average
is satisfactory,
Membership in a Religious Organization or an approved Political
Organization is nor dependent on a grade point average. Officers of
these organizations must meet the same qua I itications as tor other
organ i zat i ens.
Women students who wish to be rushed tor an organization must register
in the office of Dean of Women.
El igibi I ity foI::_. Representation: To represent the College in any type
of contest or to receive awards for previous participation, a student
must meet the College el igibi I tty requiremenrs:
a. The student must be a fui I-time student, During his 1ast semester
in college, he must have passed at least 12 semester hours of work
wlth a minimum of 24 grade points. He must meet qua I lty standards
as indicated under Qua I l ty ~ Work.
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El igibi I ity Requirements for Members, Officers, and Rushees (Continued)
b.
c,

B.

El igibi I ity to hold office in any campus organization, except that of
Student Government and the Freshman Class:
I.

2.
3.

4.

C.

I I.

In addition, the student must meet el igibi I ity requirements of any
conference or association in which he competes as a representative
of the College,
Any organization choosing a representative must submit a I ist of
candidates to the Director of Student Activities, to approve
el igibi I ity requirements.,

Al I officers of any campus organization must have a two-point grade
average for the previous long-term semester, or an over-al I grade
point average of two, at the time of election, and must maintain
the two point average throughout their tenure in office,
Students may not hold office if they are on academic or disciplinary
probation.
Transfer students may not hold office in a campus organization
unti I they have successfully completed one long-term semester at
Pan American College and have passed at least 9 semester hours
with a two point grade average.
Student Government Officers: Any candidate for Student Government
offices must be a ful I-time student with an over-al I grade point
average of 2,0 and must have passed 12 semester hours with a minimum of 24 grade points for the previous semester in attendance
He shal I maintain that average or forfeit the office. He must
a I so have successfu I I y comp Ieted 45 semester hours at Pan American
College at the time of the election. The duties of the office
shal I be assumed on June I fo! lowing the election.

At the end of each semester, all organizations must file a report summarizing
the semester activities. This report is to be submitted to the Director of
Student Activities.

GENERAL REGULATIONS FOR ALL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS,
A,

Al I members and officers of any student organization must meet the
el igibi I ity requirement as out I ined in Section I.

B.

El igibi I ity as an active organization.
I. Organizational Constitutions.
a. The constitution of an organization must be submitted to the
office of Student Affairs for review in order to determine if
it is consistent with, and in compliance with the general
administrative policies of the college.
b. Revisions or amendments to orqanizational constitutions which
are now in force must fol low the above procedure.
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General Regulations For Ai i Student Organizations (Con,lnued)
c,

d.

2.

The constitution of a newly formed organization, or an organization which is now in existence, must be approved by the
Student Government and be on f 1 Ie 1n the Student Government
Off ice.
Revisions or amendments to organizational constitutions which
are now in force must be approved by the Student Government
and be on file in the Student Government Oft ice. Any organization which tai Is to have its new constitution, revisions or
amendments reviewed by the Office of Student Affairs and
approved by the Student Government wi I I be pi aced on Inactive
status for the duration of the semester.

Faculty Sponsors
a.

b,

A c ! ub must have a facu Ity sponsor who is a fu I i -time member
of the Pan Amerfcan College Faculty. The faculty sponsor's
name must be filed with the Student Activities within three
weeks from the first day of classes in any semester.
Each co I Iege approved organization on our campus must have one
or more sponsors selected from the Pan American College Facu;ty.
Two points should be maintained: (I) that the organizations
have a sponsor of their choosing, and (2) that the faculty
member have the privilege of serving any groups in which he is
interested.
While it is the responsibi:ity of all faculty members to aid
and advise with student groups, it should beand is the privilege of each faculty member to serve a group in which he is more
interested.
Therefore, it is the responsib1 i ity of each organization on the
campus to (I) select a sponsor or sponsors as early in the year
as possible, (2) ask the person eiected by the group if he or she
wi I I serve as your sponsor and advisor and (3) report the name
and/or names to the Director of Student Activities as soon as it
is done.
Unti I this is done, technically, your representatives have no
official seat in the Student Government Body.
SPONSORSHIP OF RECOGNIZED COLLEGE ORGANIZATIONS

The Sponsor
The Sponsor of a recognized student organization on the campus shal I be a
teaching member of the faculty, a member of the administrative personnei of the
college, or an approved member of the staff. He shal I be fami I 1ar with co! iege
policies and procedures and understand the plan of the college administration for
student organizations.
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Sponsorship of Recognized College Organizations (Continued)
The Sponsor (Continued)
A student organization chooses its sponsor primarily because of his interest
in the membership and their objectives as an organization. Students naturally
respond to the interest and enthusiasm of a sponsor who wi I I give of his time and
abi I ity to a student organization and who feels that his contribution is a s1gni ficant one in their college experience"
Method of Selection
The sponsor shal I be selected by the membership of the organization, The process of selection of the sponsor should be performed by the executive committee of
the organization, or its equivalent, who should consider al I nominations for
sponsor made by the membership. In smaller organizations, this function may be performed by a committee appointed for the purpose. The avai labi I ity and interest of
the suggested candidates are a major part of the consideration. For divisional
clubs, this process should include consulting the Division Director of the Division
of which the prospective sponsor is a member. For departmental clubs, the head of
the prospective sponsor's department should be consulted. Only in this way can
matters of student load and extra Division and Departmental assignments of a
faculty member be taken into consideration in the selection of the sponsor. Before
the names of sponsors are submitted to the membership for election, the prospective
sponsors should be conferred with by representatives of the organization to be sure
that they are wl I I ing to serve,
Functions of the Sponsor
A major contribution of the sponsor is that of reflecting at al I times the objectives of the organization and the giving of such constructive cr·itic1sm and advice as wi I I help the growth of understanding of the officers in particular and
membership in general, in what their responsibi I ities and objectives are. The
Sponsor is the main source of information and advice in al I organization procedure,
The responsibi I ity rests with the organization to ask for the sponsor's assistance
in solving the problems and hand I ing the business of the organization. Through its
leaders, the organization itself must ask for and invite this assistance from the
sponsor. The college places the responsibi I ity for the decisions _and actions of
the organization entirely upon the officers and the members of the organization.
In summary, the function of the sponsor is through his guidance and advice to aid
the organization in attaining its announced objectives, to develop leadership
within the membership of the organization, and to aid the development of the individual member through criticism and suggestion whenever the relationship makes this
function possible.
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Sponsorship of Recogn:zed Co !ege Organlza~ions {Continued!
Relation of Sponsor with Organ:zat:o~
Generally, the point of contac+ between the sponsor and the organization is
through -the Executive Committee, or the equivalent, with which he meets regularly
Through his counsel and advice with This group, he performs his majorfunct,on,
encouraging an unders+anding and sympathetic acceptance of the ru1es and regu!a-t,ons governing student organiza-tions, w,+h the full appr·eciat[on of what they
mean; ,eflecting a who1esome attitude tO\~ard the pol 1cies of -the Coi 1 ege; and inspiring the organization leadership to an achievement which wi I I justify in the finest
sense its existence.
The sponsor's attendance at the meetings of the membership is desirable~ though
not mandatory
The students assume that his interest in them wi ii mean that he
w1 i I attend a large portion of the regular meetings of the organization, the nature
and seriousness of the business to be discussed serving in a large way to determine
whether or not he should be present. H,s function at the meeting is main!y that of
a sympathetic and understanding member who is observing how wel I the pians for the
meeting are working out and how he may at a la-ter time use the meeting as a basis for
advice and counsel with the officers and members. His presence makes possible his
participation in such emergencies as may develop in the meeting, when its direction
takes an unforeseen turn and when the sponsor's judgment and advice is desirable
Because of his Interest and pieasure In association with the members, the
sponsor wi I I serve reguiarly as chaperon at rheir socials
The courtesy of the
club wi I I inc1ude as guests, friends of The sponsor and his wife.
in his capacity
as chaperon his participation is largely that of a member of the organization,
though an emergency may necessitate his being cai led upon for advice. Here again,
its leader·s who, when -they i·eel that they need guldance, wi 11 turn to the sponsor
length of Sponsorship
The average length of sponsorship may be assumed to be two years. Students
prefer a long continuance ot sponsorship, and the relationship may extend beyond
this oeriod if the sponsor is wi Ii ing to be re--elected., Unexpected changes in
+he sponsor's program, such as increased teaching responsibl i ities or other departmental or divisional assignments, justify his resignation
Since the sponsor's
f~J ~c:! 1 o~Ln_g_J.?._a I mg.?_!_~-~-~ x_~_ vo i u n ta ry, it Is_ conditioned on t_h~ __ _t:~92e,qk-_,S:2!Ji i de ration,
and __ a[?p;::eciation which t~membership □ L.!h_~ __9rganizat10[2_~!,gws him.
Other Relationships of the Sponsor
The Sponsor looks to the Office of Student Affairs for statements on rules,
regulations, and poi icies of the Co; iege., When 1n doubt, he turns to this Office
for· interpretation and ciaritication of The Col ;ege plan for recognized co1 lege
organizations
In the event his organization gets into serious difficulties, the
sponsor- assumes the Office wI I I contact h Im tor any i nformat I or. that wi I I he Ip
under·stand the problem
He recognizes that the Office will deal directly with the
organization in working out the problem.
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Sponsorship of Recognized Co I I ege Organizations (Continued)
Relation of Sponsor with Organization (Continued)
The sponsor is congnizant of the relationship between his organization and
the Student Government of which his organization is a member. One of the main
functions of the Student Government Is to serve as a medium of communications
between student organizations, the Student Court, and the col iege administration,
and to strengthen and effectuate the work done by these organizations, both within
their individual groups and on cooperative projects. The sponsor is also cognizant
of the relationship between the organization of which he is sponsor and the
Student Activities Office, which reflects the policies of the College directly to
the organization.
I.

Advisors: A club may elect one or more advisors to aid the faculty sponsor.
advisorship is an honorarypositlon and In no way Is it intended to supplant
facu Ity sponsorship respons i bi I it i es.

2.

Club Reports: A complete slate of officers must be duly elected and their names
on ti le with the Student Activities Director three weeks after the first day of
classes of any semester. THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR DETERMINING THE ELIGIBILITY OF
THE PROPOSED SLATE OF OFFICERS~ WITH THE ORGANIZATION,, Proof of el igibi I ity
must be secured from the Director of Student Activities.
Clubs must fj le their meeting time and place with the Student Activities
Director within three weeks after the first day of classes of any semester.
Any changes in meeting time or place must be approved by the Activities
Director one week prior to the time of said meeting.
Clubs that do not meet the aforesaid requirements wi I! be subject to club
discipline as outlined below and placed on inactive status for the duration
of the semester in which the violation occurs.

3.

Club Discipline: Organizations which violate the Code of Student Affairs wiii
be subject to review and action by the Office of Student Affairs. The first
violation may result in either an official warning or probation.
Probation: An organization on probation is one that has violated the Code of
Student Affairs and has been warned that another violation wi 11 result in the
organization being declared inactive or suspended. The length of time of probation is normally one semester; however, probation may be extended upon action
by the Office of Student Affairs.
Inactive: Clubs placed on inactive status may only have meetings which are
requested by the sponsor and approved by the Office of Student Affairs prior
to their scheduling the meeting with the Director of Student Activities.
An organization may be placed on probationary status without prior official
warning if the seriousness of the violation so warrants.
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Sponsorship of Recognized Col :ege Organizations (Cont-lnued)
Other Relationships of the Sponsor - Club Discipline (Continued)
Vioiations wi I I be defined as the tai lure to comply with regulations as set
forth in the Code of Student Affairs, or the vioiation of any city, county,
s"tate or national laws, or those regulations found in the Pan American Col :ege
catalog.
4

Q!~

General Regulations:
Ai I or-ganizations are responsible for checking I D
cards at a college function and tor issuing a gues1 card
It is the responsibi I 1ty of each organization to supervise and regulate its own functions.
Sponsors are not intended to be at the functions tor pol ice action.
Your
sponsor i2_ your guest. Members of organizations are individually and col lectively responsible for the actions of al i people who attend functions sponsored
by the organization.
No organization may hold a meeting or social

function during Dead Week,

IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE INDIVIDUAL ORGANIZATIONS AND THEIR REPECTIVE
MEMBERS TO COMPLY WITH THE CODE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS,
Reguiar meetings, except for social
5,

functions, shal ! end by 10:00 P,M"

Finan£.!_~ Responsibi i ities .2.f_ Student Organizations:
Each organization wi
be required to maintain a bank account in the name of the organization for
the custody of its funds.

11

Al I financial activities and records of the organization 111/ I I be closed out by
May 1 of each school year.
Al I records must be submitted to the Comptroller's
Off ice tor audit by May 15.
A standard system of bookkeeping as out I i ned by the Comptro I I er I s Ott ice w i ! I
be maintained by each organization, as follows:
a.
b.
c,
d.

e.
f

Al I monies of the organization wi ii be deposited by the Treasurer to the
organizational bank account within 48 hours from the time it ls received.
Expenditures of organizational funds w1 Ii be made by check oniy,
Al I checks are to be pre-numbered and al I numbers must be accounted for
(consult your bank tor a supply of pre-numbered checks),
Checks are to be issued only upon receipt of Itemized invoices or statements which have been approved for payment (approval being indicated by
a signature on the invoice or statement) by the President or Sponsor of
the organization.
Paid invoices and statements are to be numbered and ti led immediately
according to the check number with which the bi I i was paid,
The Treasurer wi i ! secure a bank s"tatement monthly and reconcile it with
books of account,
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Sponsorship of Recognized College Organizations (Continued)
Other Relationship of the Sponsor
Financial ReB_onsibi I ities of Student Organizations (Continued)
g.

By the 10th of each month, the Treasurer is to file with the Director of
Student Activities a financial statement showing the following information for the previous month:
(I)
( 2)

h.

Cash on hand at first day of the month"
Itern i zed I i st of a I ! l ncome received during the month .
(3)
Itemized I ist of a1 ! expenditures during the month.
(4) When a charge purchase is made, it is very important that the name
and address of the organization (Bronco Boosters, A.P.O. etc.) be
given to the vendor.
(5) When making purchases in the name of the organization, vendors
shou Id be instructed to ma i I invoices and/or statements to the
attention of the organization---not to PAN AMERICAN COLLEGE.
(6) Pay bi I ls promptly--delay in payments can be embarrassing to the
College. Bi I ls should be paid within 30 days,
Cash balance on hand last day of the month.
(Example)
TIDDLYWINKS CLUB
PAN AMERICAN COLLEGE

Date

Description

Check#
Receipts

9-1-62

Deposit, to open account

175.00

i75.00

Deposit, dues $10.00, sale of
stickers $15,00

25.00

200,00

9-10-62
9-26-62
9-27-62

Disbursements

Frontier Grocery, groceries
for Get Acquainted Party

192,50

John Doe, reimbursement for
crepe paper and thumb tacks

2,50

The comptro I I er I s office reserves the right to ca I I in the f i nanc i a I
records of any organization for a spot check at any time during the
schoo i year.,
Al I canceled checks, invoices, bank statements, and other pertinent
books of record wi I I be retained for a period of two years.
6.

Ba I ance

Organizatlonal Size: Al I student organizations, except classes, religious
and student political clubs shai i be I lmited to 3% of the gross student
enrollment of the current semester, except by special permission. Special
permission may only be granted through the concurrence of the Office of
Student Affairs and approvai of the Student Government,
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Sponsorship of Recognized College Organizations ( Continued)
Other Relationships of the Sponsor (Continued)
7.

Regulations Concerning Off-Campus Functions: Any off-campus activity which is
held ln the name of, under the sponsorship or auspices of any student organization must fol low these regulations:
a

An oft-campus Activity Request Form must be fi !ed with the Director of
Student Activities two weeks prior to the proposed activity. This request must be approved by the Director of Student Activities and by the
Dean of Women and the Dean of Students,

b.

An accurate record must be on file concerning the:
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
( 5)
C 6)
(7)

(8)
(9)
( 10)

List of students making the trip
Time of departure
Proposed time of return to the college
Type of activity
Pi ace of activity
Duration
Sponsors (two)
Nearest emergency address or phone, if known
Mode of transportation
If private means of transpor·tation are used, the fol lowing must be
included on the Off-Campus Request Form; Name of vehicle operator;
driver's i icense number; and insurance coverage"

c.

Forms wi I I be furnished from the Off ice of Dean of Women for parenta I
permission for al I single women who desire to make such trips, or those
women I iving away from home who wish to take trips which involve their
beinq away from their approved residence over-night. This Parental
Permission Form should be secured prior to the beginning of a semester,
and remains in force for the duration of one semester only,

d

This form is for Student Organizations.
class field trips.

It is not for Athletics, or

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS WILL PARTICIPATE IN ONLY THOSE ACTIVITIES WHICH ARE
£2.~NEFICtAL TO THE GENERAL~/ELFARE OF THE COLLEGE, PROMOTE INDIVIDUAL AND
GROUP RESPONSIBILITY ADD TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INDIVIDUAL, AND ARE
CONSISTENT WITH THE DIGNITY OF THE INDIVIDUAL.
Workshops for student ! eaders wi I I be conducted period i ca I I y, and a I I
organizational and student government officers are expected to attend.
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Sponsorship of Recognized Coi lege Organizations (Continuedi
Other Relationships of the Sponsor (Continued)
8,

Special Regulations for Student Organizations:
student po I it i ca I organizations;
a.

Specia

1

instructions for

Student political organizations on the Pan American Campus shal ! fol low
the same rules of procedure as any other qua I ified organization, with
these additions:
I.

Membership must be open to al! students within the approved criteria
and the identity of each member known. (No secret roster).

2.

AI I groups must have nat i ona I, reg i ona I, and/or State aft i I i at ions,

3.

Parent organization must have a definite pol icy charter, stipulating
for what it stands and its ultimate purpose for the benefit of
society.

4.

Parent political organization must qualify under the existing laws of
the State of Texas to put candidates on the ba I Iot, This wou Id e I im inate extremely controversial groups and pretty wel I confine the formation of pol iticai groups to Democrats and Repubi icans,

5.

Al I political groups must conform to the same restrictions that regu1ate a I I other groups on the campus.

6.

Political groups may submit the names of at least three faculty
members, or more at the request of the President, who have previously
accepted to serve if appointed by the Co! !ege President or Dean of
Faculty. The President or Dean of Faculty would then appoint one of
the three, depending on teacher load, personality, etc,

7.

Facu I ty sponsor must approve and attend a I I meetings.

8.

Al I activities must be approved by school officials.

9.

All press releases must be approved by school otflcials.

10.

Groups may not endorse individual candidates during the primary
elections, or hoid on-campus ral I ies for any one individual
candidate.

11.

Al I Speakers must be approved by school officials,

12.

Political debates between non-candidates or candidates may be held,
provided al I participants are al lotted equal time.

13.

Political clubs may join community organizations in sponsoring
off-campus ra I I i es for the genera I e I ect ions,
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~ecial Regulation for Student Organiza+,ons.

9,

10,

~Continued)

14.

Discip, inary ruies which apply to other campus organizations would
apply equally to pol iticai ciubs,

15.

The Board of Regents may from time to time add or remove restrictions
regulating pol iticai groups on the campus.

16,

Pol ltical organizations may not partkipate in campus poi itics,
(Student Counci I elect[ons, queen, etc )

17,

Each request from students wi Ii be considered on its own merits.

Procedure for Organizations which rush new members; Rushing is the process
by which the Rushee becomes acquainted with the various c1ubs and their
members tor the purpose of joining by mutual choice the appropriate group.
The Formal Rush wi 11 be considered that period of time in which Rush
functions are held.
Procedure tor forming~ new organization: Groups of students may have the
privilege of forming a new organization whenever a definite and worthwhile
purpose is to be served. The faculty and administration of Pan American
College recognizes the desire of students to associate tor the purpose of
expressing a mutua I interest,
a

Charter members of the new organization should meet and tentatively
outline the plans and purposes of the club,

b

Temporary officers should be chosen

c.

An application should be made to the Ott1ce of Student Affairs tor
permission to organize.

d,

Standard forms suppl led by the Office of Student Affairs should be
filied out in triplicate and returned to the office.

e.

The application wi 11 be considered by the Otfice of Student Affairs,
and signed by the Dean of Students, Dean of Women, and Director of
Student Activities, if approved.,

f

When these approvals have been secured, one copy of the appl ,cation
wi I i be de I i vered to the temporary officers of the new organization,
one copy wi ii be ti led in this Office ot Student Attal rs, and one
copy wi I I be de I i vered to the secretary of the Student Government.

g.

The organization may then proceed to form its permanent organization,
elect permanent officers, draw up its constitution and by-laws.
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Procedure for forming~ new organization:

(Continued)

h.

The constitution and by-laws wi I I be submitted to the Student Government
tor approva I. If approved, the c I ub may then begin to tunct ion as a
recognized student organization.

i.

Any organization is on probation tor a period of one calendar year
from the date of application.

j.

At the end of the probation period, a review of the organization and
its activities wi I I be made by a joint committee from the Office of
Student Affairs and the Student Government. If found satisfactory,
the organization wi 11 be placed on the approved I ist of organizations"
GENERAL REGULATIONS

Alcoholic Beverages:
The college prohibits the possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages
on the campus or in college bui I dings, and in student residences, both on-campus
dormitories and oft-campus housing, Students are held individually responsible
for comp I iance with this regulation.
Hazing:
Hazing at any state educational institution is prohibited by law. Hazing is
defined as fol lows (General Laws, Regular Session, 33rd Legislature 1913
Art i c Ie I I 52) :
I.

Any wilful act by one student alone or acting with others directed against
any other student of such educational institution, done tor the purpose of
submitting such student made the subject of the attack committed to indignity or humi I iation, without his consent.

2.

Any wilful act of any one student alone, or acting with others, directed
against any other student of such educational institution, done for the
purpose of intimidating such student attacked by threatening such student
with social or other ostracism, or of submitting such student to ignominy,
shame, or disgrace among his fellow students, and acts calculated to produce such results.

3.

Any wi ltul act of one student alone, or acting with others, directed
against any other student of such educational institution, done for the
purpose of humbling or that is reasonably calculated to humble the pride,
stifle the ambition or blight the courage of such student attacked, or to
discourage any such student from longer remaining in such educational institution or to reasonably cause him to leave such institution rather than
to submit to such 1actics.
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Hazing:
4.

(Continued)

Any wl lfui act by any one student alone, or acting with others, in str;king,
beating. bruising or maiming; or seriously ottering, threatening, or
attempting to strike, beat, bruise or maim, or to do or seriously offer.
threaten, or attempt to do physlca1 violence to any student of any such
educational institution or any assault upon any such student made to~ the
purpose of committing any of the acts, or producing any of the results to
such students as defined in the preceding sub-divisions of this articie,

Respect for Property Rights:
Each student must assume the sole responsibi I ity for his personal property,
The very nature of group I iving and working demands that the members of the
group respect the property rights of others,, Any student brought to the attention of the administration for failure to respect the property rights of others
wi 11 be subject to severe disciplinary action.
Gamb Ii ng:
Si-ate I aw specif i ca I I y forbids gamb I , ng of any form on State proper+y.
Gamb I i ng in on-campus housing may resu It in I ega I procedures and
dlsc1pi inary action. Gambling off the campus by Pan American College students
is 1n direct violation of college pol icy and may lead to discipi inary action.
Destruction of Property:
Students found guilty of defacing or taking pubi ic or private property In
any manner, or· the destruction of pub I i c or private property, wi I I be subject to
d I sci pi i nary action.
Unlawful Assembly and Participation:
Any individual student or
fled while participating in an
either on or off campus, which
and to the College as a whole,

organization at Pan American College who is identunscheduled and/or approved campus acTivity,
leads to the embarrassment to the student body
may be subject to disciplinary action,

General Conduct:
Pan American College expects its students to conduct themselves as ladies
and gentlemen at al I times. They should behave in such a manner as to reflect
credit upon themselves and upon the Institution they represent, Conduct of a
devious nature is not to be condoned, and students found gui ity of such conduct
may be subject to disciplinary action.
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GENERAL REGULATIONS <CONTINUED)
Secret Organizations:
No organization shai I exist among the students of Pan American College which
has secret membership on penalty ot dismissal from coi lege of student participants.
Identification Cards:
The I D card furnished by Pan American College is intended to be your
official identl-ficat1on as a student currently enrol led in this College. It is
necessary that I D cards be presented at any social function which Is not a
closed membership meeting, whether an additional charge is made or not. It is
the feei ing of the faculty and administration of thls college that college
affairs are for college students, since they involve the use of college faci Iities and are conducted under college sponsorship and approval, Your I D card
identifies you as a member of a student body which is proud of its traditions
and its conduct. I D cards are not to be loaned or sold or given to any other
person, A violation wi Ii result in your I D card being confiscated, and you
wi I! not be permitted to attend functions.
If I D cards are lost, new ones
may be secured from the Comptro I Ier I s Off ice,
Loyalty:
Students at Pan American College are expected to obey the laws of the State of
Texas, the United States of America, and the regulations of Pan American College.
They are expected to support and defend the Constitution of the United States of
America, and the regulations of Pan American College. They are expected to support
and defend the Constitution of the United States and the principles contained
therein, and are not in any manner to aid or assist any effort or movement to subvert or destroy the government of the United States or any State or of any political
sub-division thereof by force, violence, or any other unlawful means"
Bu I I et in Boa rd s:
Procedur·e
Poster material (not including marking pens) may be obtained in the Director
of Student Activities' Office" Take only what is needed, and use all that you
take,.
I.

Al I signs or notices must be approved by the Director of Student Activities
before being placed on the College Bui letln Boards. Al I signs must be in
good taste--the Center reserves the right to forbid the signs from being
placed on the bul ietin boards,

2.

Unapproved slgns and posters may be taken down.
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Bu: I etl n Boards
Procedure (Continued)
3.

No sign or poster may be posted !anger than one week.
permission is granted by the DirecTor.)

4.

Posters may not exceed the slze of 18" by 22",.

5,

Posters may not be put on the outside wai Is of the bui !dings or taped to any
giass doors, windows, etc.

6.

Do not use thumb tacks on woodwork or piaster areas.

7"

There wi I I be no posting of persona I notes or messages.

8.

No organization may post more than one sign at any tfme on one bullet in board.

9.,

Posters promoting political, commercial or private enterprises are not permitted.

10.

(Unless special

Organizations that do not adhere to these rules wi I I be denied future bui letin
board privileges.

Locatlons and Uses:
I,

General Student Information Bui let in Board.
Location:
Use:

2.

Grants, jobs, teacher placement.
Location:
Use:

3,

Registrar's Office in the New Administration Building.
Organizational meetings, socials, etc. Each individual
or organization wi I I remove its own materials.

Second floor of Old Administration Building.
Maintained for information concerning job opportunities for
students and avai Iable grants from various colleges and organizations.
Notices from Placement Office.

South of Administration Bui I ding.
Location: Wood structure south of A, B.
Use: Avai I able to students at al I times.

4,

New Campus.
Location:
Uses:

Engineering Bui iding; Library; College Center Patio and Hal I.
Organizational meetings, socials, contests, etc.
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Vehicle Registration
If you plan to operate a motor vehicle on the campus of Pan American College,
please read this notice carefully and pay your parking permit fee when you pay
your tuition and fees.
Parking Permit Fee
State law prohibits the use of appropriated monies for the construction,
maintenance or operation of any parking faci I ities and directs that such faci1 !ties are to be provided from fees charged to those using such facl I ities.
The Board of Regents of Pan American Coi lege has, therefore, approved a vehicle
registration fee as fol lows tor those students and faculty members desiring to
operate vehicles on campus:

Note:

Fa I I Semester

$4.00 (for 12 months)

Spring Semester

$2.50 (for Spring, Summer Semesters)

Summer Session

$1.50 (for Summer)

The fee is payable only once during the school year and is in effect from
the date paid to the end of the school year in which paid. There wi I I be
no refund made of the vehicle registration fee.
Instructions for Obtaining Vehicle Registration Sticker

On regular registration, after you have completed registration and paid the
vehicle registration fee, drive your car to the booth in the Astra-Science parking lot to the north of the Observatory (east side of New Campus). Upon presentation of your paid receipt and the necessary vehicle registration form, a
sticker wi I I be issued to you to be affixed to the right rear bumper.
Your sticker may not be used on any vehicle other than the one for which
it was originally issued.
If you wish to use more than one vehicle, you must
pay for a second registration sticker. If your car is traded, the sticker
should be removed and returned in to the Physical Plant Office, and another
sticker for the new car wi 11 be issued without charge. Also, if you withdraw
from school, your parking permit wi 11 no longer be val id, and the sticker should
be returned to the Physical Plant Office. Your parking permit may not be transferred to anyone else other than a member of your immediate family who is registered at Pan American Col !ege at the time of your withdrawal, and a record of
the transfer must be made in the Physical Plant Office before it can become
va Ii d.
If you drive a vehicle which is not registered, you must park it off campus
unt i I it is reg i stared.
If your car is in the shop for repairs you may obtain a
temporary permit, at no charge.
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Instructions tor Obtaining Vehicle Registration Sticker (Continued)
A student may not park or operate~ motor vehicle on the Pan American Ccl !ege
campus between the hours ot 6:00 A.M. and 10:00 PM, without a registration sticker.
After regular registration, your vehicle registration fee must be paid at the
Comptroller's Office and vehicle registration stickers may be obtained at the Campus
Security Office in the Physical Plant Department, 21 I North 6th Street, Edinburg,
Texaso
it is important that you read and fol low al I regulations, as each violation
after the first one (which is a warning) v1iil cost the violator an additional fee of
rhree ($3.00) dol iars,
CAMPUS TRAFFIC AND PARKING REGULATIONS
1966-67
GENERAL REGULATIONS
a,

Every person operating a vehicle on Pan American College campus is held responsible
tor obeying a I I Co I I ege ru I es and regu Iat ions, and State of Texas Iaws regu I at i ng
traffic and parking on the campus
This means that al I vehicies, operated and/or
parked on the campus by students during school hours must be registered at the
Physical Plant Office. School hours: (Al I Holidays excepted)
7:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. Monday - Thursday
7:00 A,M. to 5:00 P.M. Friday
7:00 A.M. to I :00 P.M. Saturday
Exception:

Unregistered vehicles may be parked in the College Center Parking Lot
after 4:00 P.M., any day, unti I 7:00 AM. on the next schooi day,

b.

The registrant of the vehicle is held responsible tor the sate operation and
proper parking of his vehicle, regardless of who may be the driver or operator.

c,

In al: cases in which a car is parked, the position shali be such that the whole
ot the vehicle is located within the boundaries of the parking space. The fact
that other vehicles are parked with impropriety shal I not constitute an excuse
tor parking with any part of the car over the I 1ne,

d.

Vehicles may be parked only in designated parking areas.
there are the following designated parking areas:

On the New West Campus

GenEral Parking Areas
I,
2,
3,
4

Co I I e~1.e Cent.er Parking Lot, west of Co I Iege Center Bui Id i ng,
-~J~ia Hai I Par~ing Lot, east of Emi I ia Ha: I.
AdmLnistration Building Parking Lot, south side of Administration Bui,ding.
Lib!::_,9_!:)'. Parking Lot, between the Library and rhe Administration Building.
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General Parking Areas (Continued)
5,
6.
7.
8.
9,
10.,

Engineering Bui I ding Parking Lot, east of the Engineering Bul Iding and north
of Southwick Hal I.
Observatory Loading and Parklng Zone,
Astra-Science Parking Lot, north of the Astra-Science Complex.
Baseba! I Field Parking Lot (unpaved, but al I-weather surfaced) east of the
ba seba I I f i e I d.
Gymnasium Parklna Area, (partly paved), north of Gymnasium.
Tennis Courts Parking Lot, south and east of the Tennis Courts.

Note:

On the old East Campus, there are no on-campus parking areas open for
student parking at any time.
No student parking is permitted in the Library Parking Lot or the
Administration Parking Lot between 7:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. on school
days.
These parking areas are intended for use in order that students may park
their automobiles whi ie using the I ibrary, attending classes and other
functions at Pan American College.
TRAFFIC REGULATIONS

I.

2.

ON CAMPUS:

SPEED L!MITS

a.

Vehicles traveling on the College Campus must at all times be operated at a
speed low enough to maintain complete control under whatever weather and
other conditions are prevalent at that time.

b.

In accordance with State Law, the maxi mum speed is 20 mi Ies per hour.

c.

Excessive speed may result in serious injury and property damage due to the
congested nature of campus traffic between classes.

ON CAMPUS:

RIGHT OF WAY

a.

Veh i c I e operators wi I I stop for pedestrians in Marked Cross Wa I ks.

b,

Vehicle operator wi i I stop for pedestrians in parking lots.

c.

Pedestrians~ yield to vehicles when walking in the street or cross the
street at a location other than a marked cross walk.

d,

Al I motor vehicles shal I enter and leave parking lots at locations designated entrance or exit and abide by the signs.

e.

Al I vehicles wi 11 park as designated by parking I Ines, parking over the I ines
is a traffic violation,
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ON CAMPUS.

RIGHT OF WAY (Continued)

t

Students, facuity., and visitors wi 11 refrain from parking in spaces reserved
tor individuai faculty members or administrative personnel.

g,

No vehic1e may be parked on the streets of the West Campus nor may any vehicle
be parked or operated on the lawn area or sidewalks of either campus.

h

The entire Library Parking Lot is reserved for faculty, staff and I ibrary
personne I .
The Administrative Parking Lot is reserved for visitors and staff.
parking permitted. 7:00 A,M. - 4:00 P,,M,

J,

NO student

Loading and unloading of passengers on the street is a hazardous violation,
and traffi'c tickets wi 11 be issued to drivers making this violation. PLEASE
ioad and unload passengers on the parking lots.

TRAFFIC TI CKE TS wl I I be issued for infractions of the to I Iowing regu I at 1ons:
Parking Violations
1,

2
3.
4.
5
6,
7.
8,
9
!O.
• 1,

12
13.

i4
15,

Parking in visitor, staff, and faculty reserved spaces, unless authorized to
do so by the Physical Plant Office,
Parking outside of designated areas.
Parking on the turf or lawn. (Areas other than designated parking areas)
Parking on the sidewalk.
Parking in any loading zone.
Parking in or upon any service drive.
Parking in any manner which obstructs traffic. This includes blocking traffic
on streets to load or unload passengers, and parking in driving lanes of parking lots for extended periods waiting for a space to become vacant.
Parking in NO Park,ng Zones.
Parking on campus streets.
Parking on the campus and obstructing a trash container.
Obstruct 10n of any cross-wa I k.
Vioiation of any posted sign.
Backing into a parking space.
Failure to display a proper permit.
Backing through parking area,

Moving Violations
1.

2.
3
4
5
6.
7

Disregarding a Stop sign.
Disregarding a yield right-of-way sign at Intersection.
Making a LI-turn fn a block between two intersections.
Drlving on the campus without a driver's I icense.,
Driving a vehicle into a barricaded area or parking in vlolation of any
barricade or barrier.
Dr!ving in an imprudent manner.
Backing in~o an intersection,
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Moving Violations (Continued)
8.,

Exceed•ng the speed I imit - 20 miles per hour on the street and 10 miles per
hour in parking 1ots.
Refusal to show driver's I icense upon request of the Co! lege Traffic-Security
Officer.,
Failure to display a proper vehicle registration sticker.
Failure to stop or heed to other instructions given by a College TrafficSecurity Officer.
Removing any temporary barricade.
Fa1 lure to yield right-of-way to pedestrians in cross-walks or in parking lots.
Driving on iawns or turf.
Imprudent speed,
Imprudent start from parked position.

9.,
10.
Ii,

12.

13.
14.

15,
16,

Uniess the driver of the parked vehicle is obviously backing out or preparing
to do so immediatelyj do not park and wait for a space to be vacated. Violator
wi I I be given a traffic ticket" It no spaces are avai Iable in the Engineering or
Astra-Science Parking Lots, try some other parking lot such as the College Center
Parking Lot"
Pedestrian Violations
I.
2.
3.
4.

Fai iure to yield right-of-way to vehicles on campus streets at places other
than cross-walks.
Stopping in cross-wa!ks or walking in center of driving lane in parking lots.
Failure to halt or heed other instructions given by a College Traffic-Security
Off leer,
Failure to show identification upon request of Traffic-Security Officer.

Enforcement
I.

2.
3.
4,

The first traffic or parking violation shal I result in a courtesy warning.
The second violation wi Ii result in a $3.00 fine.
Beginning with the second traffic violation, each succeeding violation wi I I
result in a $3.00 fine.
Students who have accumuiated a total of five violations wi Ii be referred to
the Office of Student Affairs for administrative disciplinary action and may
be denied the use of an automobile on the college campus, If it is deemed
necessary, the student may be required to appear before the Disciplinary
Committee for action, which may result in disciplinary probation or suspension.

Fines
I.

Al! fines are to be paid to the Comptrol ier 1 s Office. If the fines are not
paid within a reasonable time, a statement of charges indicating the violation,
the date, and other pertinent information wi I I be mailed to you.
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Fines (Continued)
2.

These fines should be settled as soon as possible to ei iminate extra work and
cost to you,

3.

Any question concerning a violation ticket shouid be inftitated at the Physical
Plant Office, Traffic-Security Department.

4,

Al I fines must be paid before a student may receive his grades or permitted to
re-enrol I for the next semestero Students who have unpaid fines wi I I not receive transcripts of their work, nor wi I I transcripts be sent to other colleges
unti I such fines are paid,
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STUDENT'S TEMPORARY PARKING PERMIT AGREEMENT
In comp I lance with my request, the Traffic and Security Department has issued
to me a temporary parking permit#

--------

which wi I I expire

--------

for temporary usage on an unregistered vehicle during the period my registered
vehicle is not available tor use.

I understand that this temporary parking permit

is good for only seven days (one week) from the date of issue, and that it must be
returned to the Physical Plant Office at the end of this seven day period.

have

been warned that the use of an expired temporary parking permit is a traffic
violation.
I tul ly realize that having obtained this temporary parking permit in no way
reduces my responsibi I ity for any citation tor a traffic violation which I have
received prior to the date and time of this agreement.
I have read and understand this agreement and have been given a copy tor my
own reference and records.
SIGNATURE

DATE

------------

TIME

---------

P.M.
A.M.

---------

ADDRESS

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -PHONE-----------

WITNESS TO SIGNATURE

------------------DATE----------------------------DATE-----------

NOTE:

Temporary parking permits may not be used tor more than 28 days counted
either separately or consecutively in one semester. Days of use shal I be
counted from date of issue to date of return of temporary permit to the
Physical Plant Office.
Temporary parking permits may not be issued to students who do not have a
vehicle registered.

Registered Number
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THE CONSTITUTION OF THE
PAN AMERICAN COLLEGE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
We, the students of Pan American College, accepting the responsibi; ities entrusted
to us by the Board of Regents, and dedicating ourselves to the Ideals of this institution, do hereby estabi ish this constitution"
Article i - Organization.
Section I .

Name

The name of the organization establ 1shed herein shai I be the Pan American
College Student Association, hereafter referred to as P.A"C,S,A.
Section 2.

Purpose

The purpose of P.A.C.S,,A. shal I be:
I.

To create an organization of the student body through which its interests,
collective and individual, may best be served by effective self-government;

2

To further the cultural, physical, and social development of the col iege;

3,

To promote communication and cooperation within the college community;
and

4.

To encourage student recognition of these responsibi I ities.

Section 3.

Membership

Al I students enrol led and attending Pan American Col iege Shai
this Association.

I

be members of

Art i c Ie ! I - Leg is Iat i ve.
Section I.
Al I legislative powers shal I be vested in a Senate.
Section 2.
The Senate shal i be chosen by members of P,A,C,S,A,from el 1g1ble members of
said organization.
Al I recognized active organizations on the campus of Pan American College
who have comp I ied with the rules and regulations of this constitution and the
Code of Student Affairs shal i be members of the Senate with one vote delegated
to the official representative of the ciub and chosen in whatever manner the
c1ub shall decide,
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Any organization or club missing three regularly scheduled or cailed meetings
in one semester wi I I be placed on suspension for the remainder of the semester.
A suspended organization wi i I no, be recognized by P,.A.C,S,Ao and wi 11 not be
al lowed to participate in campus activities.
The President of each class or his appointee wi I I also be a member of the
Senate.
To provide for representation at large there wi I I be one voting senator per
each 500 students elected at large trom the student bodyo
No member of the Student Senate shal I represent more than one campus organization
in the Senate.
Section 3.

Officers

The Vice-President of P.A.C.S.A,, sha1 I preside over the Senate. In his absence,
his duties shal I be carried out by a President pro tempore elected by the Senate.
The Secretary of P.A.C,S,A. shal I serve as the clerk of the Senate.
The Attorney-General of P.A.C,S,,A. shal I serve as the parliamentarian of the
Senate.
Section 4.

Powers

To originate investigation and/or legislation on any matter pertaining to the
Student Government. Any piece of legislation may be proposed by any member
of the Senate and passed by a simple majority of Senators present and voting.
To become effective, a law must be approved within fourteen days of its
passage or be repassed by a two-thirds majority of the Senate,
If the
President of P.A.C.S.A. does not sign a bi 11, he must return it to the Senate
with his objections within fourteen days. Al I Senate bi I ls, resolutions, and
orders shal I be ti led with the clerk within ten days fol lowing action by the
Senate.
The Senate shal I have the power to approve or disapprove al i appointments made
by the President of P,A,C,S,A,, Approval wi I I be by a simple majority.
Section 5.

Impeachment

The Senate sha I I have power to try a I I impeachments against off ice rs of the
P.A.C.S.A., appointives and electives. The Attorney-General shal I bring
charges. In the event the Attorney-General's conduct is in question, he shal I
be tried by the Student Court. The Vice-President shal I preside at the trial
of al I P.A.C.S.A. officers, The President pro tempore shal I preside if impeachment proceedings are brought against the Vice-President. Wilful violation
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of this constitution as determined by two-thirds of the membership of the
Senate shai I constitute convicT1on on impeachment charges and shal i vacate
the office in question.
Section 6.

Senate Commiitee

The Vlce-Presiden,, w1rh the advice and consent ot the Senate)/ sha 1 i be empowered to appoint the chairmen and members of both standing and temporary
committees of the Senate"
The Senate may estabi ish any committee, standing or temporary, that 1t deems
necessary, by passing a bi I to that effect
Section 7,

Referendum

The members of the P"A.C,S.A. may demand a referendum vote on any action of
the Student Senate upon written petition of one-tenth of the Student
Community. The referendum vote must be held within thirty days, exciusive of
ho! idays, after presentation of the petition to the Senate, The action of the
Senate sha I I be overru Ied if a majority of the members ot the P .A .C S .,A,. vote
in opposition to the Senate action.
Article I I I - Executive
Section

I.

Authority

The executive power shal I be vested in a President of the PA C,S.A, elected
at large by the student body.
Section 2.

Power

The President shal I see to it that a!
tution are faithful 1y executed.
Section 3.

I

Jaws made in pursuance of this consti-

Official P.A.C.S.A. Representation

The President sha I I represent or sha I I cause to be represented to the Pan
American College Student Association at official functions
In seiec+ing
official P,AoC.S A, representatives, the President sha, ! act with advice and
consent of the Senate.
Section 4.

Report to the Senate

The President, shai i, from time to time, inform the Senate of the state of
campus Ii fe, and r·ecommend such measures as he sha I I judge necessary and
expedient,
Section 5.

Appointments

The President shai i appoint, with the advice and consent of the Senate, a, I
officers required by law according to the standards and qua I ltications set up
in this constitution and by~laws as well as any speciai committee he may deem
necessary. Any appointive officers, except JUStices of the court may be removed from office by the President
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Section 6. Vacancies
Any vacancy in elective P.A.C.S.A. offices
with the advice and consent of the Senate.
Section 7.

shal I be f i I led by the President

Succession

In case of vacancy in the office of President, the Vice-President shal I assume
the title, authority, and responsibi I ities of the off ice of President, whereupon his Senate duties shal I be assumed by the President pro tempore of the
Senate.
Section 8.

Veto Power

The President shal I have the power to veto legislation passed by the Senate.
Section 9.

Special Sessions.

The President shal I have the power to cal I the Senate into special session,
provided that he gives a two day notice to each member of the Senate.
Notification of such special sessions wi I I be made to the official address of
the senators.
Article IV - Judicial Branch.
Section I.

Composition

The P.A.C.S.A. Court shal I be composed of a Chief Justice and six justices
appointed by the President of P.A.C.S.A. and approved by a majority of the
Senate. The terms of the members of the Court shal I be for one school year.
Section 2.

Duties

The P.A.C.S.A. Court shal I have jurisdiction over al I cases involving infractions of the Constitution. It shal I also be the duty of the Court to
interpret the constitution; rule on the constitutionality of al I bi 11 s
passed by the Senate; ti le and keep in order al I legislation passed; and
conduct al I student elections in accordance with the Election Code of
P.A.C.S.A.
Article V - Amendments.
Al I amendments to this constitution shal I
ment shal I be passed by 2/3 membership of
accomplished in an election cal led by the
acceptance by a majority of those voting,

originate in the Senate. The amendthe Senate. Ratification shal I be
President for that purpose. Upon
the amendment shal I become law.

Article VI - Adoption.
This constitution wi I I go into effect when approved by a simple majority of
P.A.C.S.A. members voting in the special election.
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BY-LAWS TO THE PAN AMERICAN COLLEGE
STUDENT ASSOCIATION CONSTITUTION
Article 1 - Powers and Duties of the Legislative Officers,
Section 1.

Vice-President

It shal I be the duty and responsibi I ity of the Vice-President of P.A.C.S.A.
to preside over the Senate with al! the duties of the presiding officer and
may vote only .in the case of a tie; be an ex-officio member of al I committees
unless otherwise stipulated; and carry out any presidential duties which are
delegated to him"
Section 2.

Secretary

It sha I I be the duty and respons i b I i ty of the Secretary to: be c i erk of the
Senate and keep permanent records of al I proceedings of meetings of the
Student Senate; to submit reports of al I Senate meetings to the student body
through the official Pan American newspaper; to place these records on permanent ti le; and perform any secretarial duties pertaining to P.A.C.S.A. business
as requested by the President of P.A,C.S.A.
Section 3.

Treasurer

It shal I be the duty and responsibi I ity of the Treasurer to: administer
appropriations of student finances as directed by the P.A,C.S.A. sign al i
requisitions for withdrawal of funds from the P.A.C.S.A. treasury; maintain a
permanent record ot al I financial transactions of the P,A.C,SoA, funds before
the Senate. The Treasurer shal I be responsible to the Comptroller's Ottlce
tor audit of books.
Section 4.

Attorney-General

It shal I be the duty and responsibi I ity of the Attorney-General to: be the
Parliamentarian of the Senate; represent the P.A C.S.A. in al I legal matt-ers
brought before the Student Court; be chairman of the Rules Committee; keep
a docket of al I cases of P.A.C,,S.A., notify the student body of ai I pending
trials; and supervise al I P.A.C.S.A. elections along with the Student Court.
Section 5.

Faculty Advisors

It shal I be the duty and responsibi I ity of the Faculty Advisor to: be nonvoting member(s) of the P,A.C.S.A", aid and advise officers and legislative
bodies of the P.A.C.S.A., aid 1n providing beneficial reiations between
faculty and students; and act as faculty representative(s) at al I P,A CS.A.
functions.
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j

Article I I - Standing Committees.
Section 1.

Rules Committee

This committee shal I be headed by the Attorney-General and composed of tour
other members, including the Chief Justice and three senators appointed by
the President of P.A.C.S.A. It shal I review and recommend al I student
organization's constitutions tor approval or rejection by the Senate, This
committee sha I I be res pons i b I e for pub I i sh i ng a I i st of a I I apprnved campus
organization during the first month of each school year.
Section 2.

Student Activities Committee

This committee shal I consist of a chairman and two members appointed by the
President of P.A"C.S.A,, the head cheerleader, and four members appointed by
the presiding officer of the Senate. The duties of this committee shal I be
to plan and carry out al I social activities of P,A.C.S.A. and to aid in planning campus activities when requested to do so. Al I decisions of this committee should be submitted to the legislative and executive branches for
approva I •
Section 3.

Speakers and Entertainment Committee

This committee is to be headed by a chairman and twelve committee members
appointed by the President of P.A.C.S.A.
It is the purpose of this committee
to obtain and make arrangements for speakers and entertaining groups.
Article I I I - Elections.
Al I elections under this constitution shal I be conducted by the Student
Court in accordance with the Election Code of P.A.C.S.A.
Article IV - Par! iamentary Procedure.
Robert's Rules of Order shal I govern al I procedures under this constitution.
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ELECTION CODE OF THE
PAN AMERICAN COLLEGE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
The Student Court of the Pan American Col iege Student Association, hereafter reterred
to as P.A.C,S.A., shal I conduct al I elections under its jurisdiction. Such elect 1ons
shal I be those for the freshman, sophomore, junior, and senior classes; for Homecoming
Queen; and for cheerleaders.
Article I - General Election Rules and Regulations.
NO STUDENT WHO IS ON DISCIPLINARY
-COLLEGE
IN -----ANY CAPACITY.
Section I.

OR ACADEMIC PROBATION MAY REPRESENT THE

El igibi I ity to Vote

To be eligible to vote in P.A.C.S.A. elections, one must be enrol led in Pan
American College and possess a student card which he must present to the
voting official at the pol I ing place.
Section 2.

Candidates

To be a candidate tor any election under the jurisdiction of the Election Code,
the individual must present a petition signed by twenty-five students enrol 1 ed
in Pan American College. Each student may sign petitions for as many candldates
as there are vacant positions for each office. These petitions must be
submitted to the Office of the Director of Student Activities by 4:00 P.M on
the Friday prior to the election.
Petitions for class officers may be signed only by members of that class the
candidate wishes to represent.
No student who is a candidate tor any public office, be it city, county? or
state, nor any student having been elected to such office, may be el igib:e
for any position, under the jurisdiction of this election code,
Section 3.

Bal lots

The ballots shal I be prepared by the clerk of the Student Court -i-o which he
shal I be responsible. Al I ballots wi 11 be constructed in the same manner and
fol low a standard form, with a space provided under each office tor write-in
candidates.
Section 4.

Time for Voting

The pol ls shal i be opened for voting at 8:00 A.M. and sha! I be promptiy closed
at 2:30 P.M. on both days of the elections.
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Section 5.

Election Officials

Each po I I i ng p Iace sha I I be presided over by at I east two persons appointed
by the Student Court, Each official so appointed shall be duly charged with
the conduct of the election at his specific pol I ing place for the period for
which he is appointed, and he shal I remain there unti I relieved.
Section 6.

Conduct of Campaigns

No official campaigning sha\ I begin before 7:00 A.M. three school days prior
to the election, There shal I be no campaigning of any description within
fifty feet of the poi ls.
An expense account of al I money spent on the campaign must be presented by
each candidate to the Attorney-General in the Student Government Office by
the time the pol Is are closed on the last day of the election. The amount
spent per candidate on any election may not exceed $25.00 for the main
election and not more than $15.00 for the run-off election.
Section 7.

Closing of the Pol Is

The Attorney-Genera I sha I I be charged with the duty of seeing that the po I Is
are closed promplty at 2:30 P.M., and with seeing that the ballot boxes are
immediately impounded unti I they are counted.
Section 8.

Counting of the Bal lots

The ba\ lots shal I be counted by the Attorney-General, the members of the
Student Court, the officers of P.A.C.S.A. and the sponsors of the P.A,C,S.A,
and other persons appointed by the court to assist in the counting. The
counting of the ballots shall be conducted in public. The room where the
counting takes place shal I be left to the discretion of the court, but no
member of P.A.C.S,A. shal I be excluded. Only those persons mentioned above
shal I be al iowed to assist in the counting, and al I observers must keep at
least 15 feet away from the ballot boxes.
Any person who is a candidate for off ice may not participate in the election
in any capacity.
Before the final count is official, it must be verified by the signatures
of the Chief Justice of the Student Court, the Attorney-General, the
sponsor of P.S.C,S.A,, and al I other persons who assisted in the counting
of the ballots,
The ballots shal I be counted by teams of five persons. Three members of the
team shal I have separate tally sheets and wi I I tally the votes as one member
cal Is the votes and the fifth member verifies the cal I.
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The results of the election shal I be posted on the window of the Student
Government Office after having been certified as official.
The counted ballots shal I be locked in a ballot box and shal I be stored in
the Office of Student Affairs for one year fol lowing the election.
Section 9"

Write-in Votes

Write-in votes shal I be permitted in any major election but not in the run-off
elections when such run-offs may be necessary.
Before a write-in vote shal I be counted, the name of the candidate must be
spe I I ed correct I y and be c I ear I y I eg i b I e, and the names of a I I other cand id ates for the office in question must be clearly marked through.
Section 10.

Mutilated Ral lots

Mutilated ballots shal I be those that have been mutilated to the point that
the choice of the voter cannot be determined. Such ba I Iots sha I I be discarded completely.
Section I I •

Absentee Ba I Iots

Any student who wi 11 be away from school on a school approved trip during
elections shal I be entiti ied to vote absentee. He may vote in the Office of
the Director of Student Activities anytime between 4:00 P.M. on the Friday
before elections after petitions have been turned in and the time of his
departure.
Each marked ballot shal I be sealed in an envelope and kept safely unti I after
the counting of al I other ballots.
Section 12,

Amendments

Al I amendments to the election code shal I originate in the Senate.
Ratification shal I be accomplished in an election cal led by the President
for that purpose. Upon acceptance by a majority of those voting, the
amendment sha I I become I aw.
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Article I I - Pan American College Student Association Officers"
Student Government Officers to be elected by the entire student body shal I be
a President, a Vice-President, a Secretary, a Treasurer, and an AttorneyGenera I.
Section 1 •

EI ig i b i I i ty

To be e I i g i b Ie for one of the above offices, the candidate must be a fu I l t lme Pan American College student with an overal I grade-point average of 2,0
and must have passed twelve semester hours with a minimum of twenty-four
grade points for the previous semester in attendance and shal I maintain that
average or forfeit the office. He must also have successfully completed
45 semester hours at Pan American College at the time of the election, The
duties of the office shal I be assumed on about June1 fol lowing the election,
Section 2.

Time of Elections

The time for the elections of P.A.C.S.A. officers shal I be the last Thursday
and Friday fol lowing the main election.
Article

111

-

Class Officers.

From each of the four classes--Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, and Senior--there
wi 11 be a President, a Vice-President, a Secretary, and a Treasurer.
Section 1 •

EI i g i b I I i ty

A candidate for each of the above offices must be a member of the class he
wishes to represent, He must at the time of election have an overal I gradepoint average of 2,0 and must have passed at least twelve semester hours with
a minimum of twenty-four grade points during the previous semester of attendance. A student so elected must maintain a grade-point average of at least
2.0 during the term of the office.
The grade-point requirement shal I not be binding on a Freshman class officer
unti I he completes his first semester.
Section 2,

Time of Elections

Elections for Class Officers shal I be held on the second Thursday and Friday
in October, and the run-off, if necessary, one week later.
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Article IV - Homecoming Queen,
Section 1,

El iglbi I ity

A candidate tor Homecoming Queen must have never been married and a tul 1-time
student at Pan American Co I I ege. She must have an overa I I grade-point average
of at least 2 0 at the time of the election, and she must have successful 1 y
completed a minimum of 45 hours at the time of election.
Section 2.

Time of Election

The election of the Homecoming Queen shal I be held on the Tuesday and Wednesday
preceding Homecoming week and the run-oft, it necessary, on the Friday preceding homecoming weekend.
Article V - Cheerleaders. (See Amendment 1 passed Apri I 29, 1966)
The purpose of this group shal I be to promote and uphold school spirit, and to
foster a sense of good sportsmanship among the student body,
Section 1 •

EI i g i bi I i ty

A cheerleader must be a ful 1-time student carrying twelve semester hours, have
maintained a C average, and file a properly executed registration blank certifying el igibi I ity one week prior to the election. The cheerleaders shal I be
expected to attend al I practices and games. Failure to attend games wi i I result in forfeiture of position.
Section 2.

Time and Manner of Election

Cheerleaders wi 11 be elected during a special try-out election in the spring.
Announcement of the tryout election shal I be made at least two weeks in
advance.
Article VI - Enforcement.
Section 1.
Any violation of this Election Code by any candidate shal I result in his disqualification or forfeiture of the election.
Section 2.
The Student Court shal I rule on any violations, and it shal I have responsibi I ity of enforcing the Election Code.
Art i c I e VI I - Reca I I EI ect r ons.
A recal I election may be held within ten days fol lowing the submission of a
petition signed by ten per cent of the PoA,C.S.A. Such a petition must be presented to the Attorney-General within twenty-four hours after the official
closing of the pol Is. The Attorney-General and the Student Court wi I I decide
on the validity of such a petition. A simple majority is necessary to effect
a reca I I.
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AMENDMENTS
Articles in Addition to, and Amendment of, the Election Code of the Pan
American College Student Association, Proposed by the Student Senate, and
Ratified by the Pan American College Student Body.
ARTICLE 1
(Apri I 29, 1966)
SECTION 1. Varsity cheerleaders wi 11 be the six persons receiving the
highest number of votes in the official P.A,C,S.A. spring election. In order to
be elected, a candidate must participate in the special tryout held on the Tuesday
before the official P.A,C.S.A. election of the last Thursday and Friday in Apri I,
The six persons elected wi 11 then have the responsibi I ity of electing a head
cheerleader from their group.
SECTION 2. To be eligible for cheerleader, a person must be single, never
previously married, and must not become married during the time of service, upon
penalty of forfeiture of position.
SECTION 3. There sha\ I be a neutral screening board appointed by the
President of P.A.C.S.A., with the approval of the Dean of Students, to screen
contestants according to their cheer\eading abi I ities. This committee wi I I meet
one week prior to the pub I ic tryout and no student who is not cleared by this
committee can appear in the pub\ ic tryout nor on the official ballot. This board
cannot set any number on those who wi I I tryout.
SECTION 4. There wi 11 be six freshman cheerleaders elected during the regularly
scheduled elections on the second Thursday and Friday in October, To be eligible,
a person cannot have successfully completed more than 15 hours of college credit,
Al I other requirements for varsity cheerleader sha\ I apply to freshman cheerleaders,
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